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THE NATIONAL CENTER MISSION STATEMENT

The National Center for Research ir. Vocational Education's mission is to increase the
Ability of diverse agenqiii, institutions, and organizationi to solve educational problemsrelating to individual oareer planning, preparation, and progression. The National Center
fulfills its mission by.: .

Generating knowledge through research

beveloping educational programs and products

Evaluating individual program needs and outcomes
,

'Installing educational programs and products

Operatihg information systems
1

and services

Conducting lead@rship development and training programs
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FOREWORD
aJ

The Vocational Education Aceof 1963 reflected a change in einphaiis from skill development to placement, follow-up, and
follow-through support services for the disadvantaged in vocational education programs. Vocational education teachers, counselors,
and administrators of vocational education and manpower development programs must devise methods and techniques to enhance
skill development with these additional support services.

The procedures in this manual 06Ived from a series of dialogues and site visits with vocational education and manpower
development specialists to discOver innovative practices for student needs assessment using occupational and labor market
information, and for developing job-seeking and employability skills. The Manual describes suggested activities, necessary personnel;
expected outcomes, problems, and suggested solutions for implenienting each practice.

Vocational teachers, counselors, local administrators, manpower development specialists, or anyone working with disadvantaged,
unemployed yoOth should find this information helpful. The manubl emphasizes the need for improving access to and performance
in vocational education programs for disadvantaged students.

Dr. Marion T. Johnson directed the project. Special recognition is extended to National Center for Research in Vocattonal
Education Applied Research and Developthent program staff for'their roles in the conceptualization and implementation of the
procedures: Ms. Claire Ho, program associate;Mr. Ken Shel lberg and Mr. Jose M. Perez Gomez, graduate research associates; and
Dr. Lucille Campbell-Thrane, division associate director, who wrote the recommendation chapter and provided substantive review.

Appreciation is expressed to the following project consultants and members of the Advisory Committee for their significant
programmatic contributions and critical review:

Dr. Louis Ferman
Institute of Labor and Industrial Relations
Michigan State University

7 Mr. Charles Nichols
Minneapolis Public Schools
Department of Vocational Education

se.

Mr. Oscar Henderson
New Jer9ey State Department of Education
Division of Vocational Education

Mr. James,E. Wall
Mississippi State University

Mr. Fred Wentzel
Youth Development Programs

.National Alliance of Business
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,.Special appreciation is extended to those vocational practitioners who provided information based on their.experiences ----'in working with disadvantaged students in vocational education and manpower training programs concerning either job
development, placement, or follow-up/follow-through activities. Appreciation is also extended to individuals at the variousfield sites in Minnesota, Illinois, North Carolina, New Jersey, and California who provided substantive recommendations forproject activities. 1

Our special thanks also to Carolyn Burton, Regenia Castle, and Mary Nail le for their conscientious efforts in typing thisdocument, and to Sharon Pinkham who edited the final version.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Ed0cation I
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OVERVIEW OF THE MANUAL
tirs

Purpose and Design of Manual

the manual has been designedro accomModate the different levels of understanding and inforMation needs of local
admiristrators, teachers, apd counselors in developing guidelines and strategies for working with the disadvantaged.

The audience includes but is not limited to
local vocational administrators\ vocational educators
guidance and counseling personnel
CETA prime sponsors
community service representatives

Audience

state employment service personnel
Manpower specialists
job counselors
employability/placement team personnel
manpower agency representatives

The manual should provide insights into

work experience needs of the disadvantaged at each
stage of career development
skill cnivelopment needs of the disadvantaged
community, business, industry, labor, and social service
involVenient with vocational education programs
staff development needs
information resources for job placement models
program effectiveness iniasures

0
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FORMAT\IIF THE MANUAL

This manual is a list of verified vocational education activities that relate to job development, job placement, and job
follOw-up/follow-through sOrvices. The activities incorporate information on

employability skill development
occupations and labor Market
job search training needed for tite disadvantaged
student needs assessment .

student development

Descriptions of each activity include nine subject headings which respond to the following questions:

Activity
Objective

Ftocedure .

How Activity Conducted
Information Source

Personnel ,

Expected Outcome

cqncerns of
pductiqg Activity

Sllutions

What is the activity?

What is the purpose of the activity?

What.steps are involved in conducting the-activity?

How should the activity be conducted?

What are additional sources of assistanCe in
conducting the activity?

Who should conduct the activity?

What Should result from the activity?

What are the difficulties in conducting the
activity?

What are the ways to resolve the difficultiet?

3 15
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Topics Covered

The manual includes three chapters in addition to the introduction. Each chapter is self-contained to allow users to select
information relevant to their specific needs. Each chapter contains a code to cross-referenceother possible personnel. (See
following page.)

Chapter 1, INTRODUCTION, provides an overview of the manual and a synopsis of legislation
related to the disadvantaged.

4 a
Chapter II, ACTIVITIES, suggests approaches for vocational educators and others working with
the di.wivantegedfor

job de9eldment((identifies ten job development activities andimplementatioris)
, job placement (identifies thirteen job placement activities and iniplemeqations)

job follow-up/follow-through (identifies fourteen job follow-up/follow-through -

activilids and implementations)

Chapter III, RECOMMENDATIONS, offers additional suggestions for imprbving general' job
development, job placement, and job follow-up/follow-through services in vocational education.

. ;Chapter IV, Annotated Bibliography, contains a list of further readings in j development,
joblilacemrt; arid job follow-up/follow:through activities:

Cithitations of the Manuel
4

%Pk

The manual includes only those job development,Acement; and follow-up/follow-through activities Considered significant and '
useful by.vocational educators and-Manpower practitioners. The prpcedures, information sources, and recommended personnel may
not be acceptable to MI users. Variatios and,modifications -of these activities may be necessary depending on one's local needs and
available resources. . .

4
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Internal to the School

a I NST RUCTOR

b JOB COUNSELOR

CROSS REFERENCE CODE FOR OTHER, POSSIBLE PERSONNEL

interacts with disadvantaged student at the classroom level

maintains constant contact with the disadvpntaged
advises supervisors on handling problems
counsels the disadvantaged student
provides feedback to instructors on student performance
serVes as an advocate of the disadvantaged

External tosthe School

EMPLOYABILITY
DEVELOPMENT/
PLAGEME;NT TE.AM:1

(Job Market Analyst
Employment Specialist. 111,

Placement Specialist
Job Development Specialist
Job Coach)

, EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

TEAM OF AGENCIES,
.BUSINESSES, AND
ORGANIZATIONS

(CETA, Urban League,
01C, Community
Employment Agencies)

prepares reports
identifies current and prospective job openings
develops plans for job restructuring and job creation
matches employee to employer needs
provides special problem counseling
updates jop information
sells job development to employers
maintains contact with employer's to develop new employment opportunities
arranges technical assistance for employers
analyzes labor market information
develops training plans

identifies and locates jobs for the disadvantaged
could establish job opportunity office in vocational education building

coerdinates'efforts by agencies and organizations to find jobsfor the disadvantaged
could establish job opportunity office in vocational education building

\...,....
1

Louis A. Ferman, "iob Development for the Hard-to-Employ," policy paper in Hump? Rsourcs end Industrial Rhn
and IndustriaIoRelations, 19119), pp. 28-27.

, No. 11 (Anp Arbor, Michipen: Institute of Labor
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RELEVANT LEGISLATION

The continuing problem of youth unemployment has been on the national agenda for about twenty years. The 1960s
heralded an era of increased social concern with increased emphasis on the development of human resources, the establishment
of equal opportunity for minority groups, and the elimination of poverty and special barriers to employment.

During the 1960s and 1970s, categorical prOgrams to deal with the problems of the disadvantaged were established. Each
program had its own legislative and organizational base, funding source, and regulations.

Department of Labor Programs

The first major effort to train people for jobs was the Manpower Development and Training Ac't (MDTA) of 1962. While the
1962 Act primarily served adults, amendments to MDTA in 1963 increased funding fbr youth training. Bgause MDTA experience
demonstrated that 'skill building alone Was not enough, the need for additional services was emphasized.

In 1964, the Economic Opportunity Acf, which inaugurated the "War on Poverty," established the Neighborhood Youth
Corps (NYC) and the Job CorPs. The NYC provided paid work experience to low-income, unemploi/ed youthstaged fourteen to

..twenty-one. The Job tarps provided remedial education, skills training, on-the-job work experience, counseling, and health services
to severely disadvantaged youths aged sixteen to twenty-one.

The focus of several long-standing Department.of Labor programs shifted to conform tothe new emphasis on disadvantaged
youth. Ohe program, authorized b'y the National Apprenticeship Act of_1937, which provided federal assistance for improving and
extending the apprenticeship system,.included more minority youth. The Apprenticesbip Ouve#ch Program (AOP) win imple-
mented in 1-968 to help minority youth overcome obstaclei in gaining access to the .apprenticeable trades, especially in the
construction industry.

By the end of the 1960s thereweremore than seventeen Manpower programs. From these programs flowed some 10,000
individu4 Manpower projects. Often there were several of these projects in the same community competing for diesame clientele
and the same Tesources,

In response to the general dissatisfaction with these decentralized Manpower programs, the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act (CETA) was'enacted. The principal goal of CEl'A was to replace many of the separate categorical progranis with a
system Of cOordinated and comprehOnsive programs largely under local contr

The.needs.of the disadvantaged were addressed under each of the fort In the original statute that authorized operating
programs. Included were special youth programs such as the Summer ProgramforEconomically Disadvantaged Youth authorized .

under Title III and the continuation of the Job Corps under Title IV.

v't

6
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CETA cOntinues to be the Department of Labor's primary means of addressing the needs of disadvantaged youth. Since
1973, CETA has been amended by the Emergency Jobs and Unemployment Assistance Act of 1974, the Emergency Jobs programs
Extension Act of 1976, the Comprehensive, Employment and Training Act Amendments of 1977, the Youth EmploYment and
Demonstration Projects-Act of 1977, and the Comprehenive Employment and Training Act Amendments of 1978.

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare Programs

The Vocational Education Act of 1963 marked a turning point in vocational education. Programs focused on people ratherthan on occupations. The1963 Act recommended that disadvantaged and handicapped students be served by vocational education
programs; each succeedibg revision of this legislationhas emphasized this priority. The Vckational Education Amendments of 1968required the states to set aside at least 25 percent of their basic grant funds for disadvantaged and handicapped students.,

Current Legislation

0

The Education Amendments of 1976, Tkt le I I Vocational Education and the Comprehensive Employment and Training ActAmendments-of 1978 specifically address the employment pf disadvantaged wuth. .

Some of the relevant sections of the Amendments state that

SeC. 110(b)(1) at least 20 percent of each state's allotment should be used to 'pay 50 Percent of the cost of
vocational education for disadvantaged persons; .

Sec. 110(c) at least 15 percent of each state's allotment should be used to pay 50 percent of the cost
of vocational education for unemployed, out-of-school youth, aliong others; ,

Sec. 112(b)(1) the use of student and employer follow-up data is mandated;

Sec. 122(e) priority for fundingCooperative vocational educatioti programs through local education
',urgencies is given to areas with high dropout and youth unemployment rates;

dr -Sec. 132(a)(1Y programs should be designed for high qualityvocational education programs for urban centers
with high concentrations of econoMically disadvantaged individuals, unskilled workers, and
unemployed individuals; .

Sec. 139(0(7) vocational resource centers sliould be established to met the special neids of out-of-school
_individuals; and

Sec. 140 , grants should be authorized to states for conducting special programs for the disadvantaged,
especially in watts with high concentrations of yoiith unemployment and school dropouts..

7



The present version of CETA is "comprehensive" because each of its eight titles addresses a specific range Of services.
These services complement one another and are designed to provide job training and employment opportunities to the economically
disadvantaged, unemployed, and underemployed kth the goal of enabling these persons tplecure self-sustaining, unsubsidized
employment.

While most of the titles have provisions forNsadvantaged youth, the major titles of interest are Title IVYouth Programs and
Title VIII Young Adult Conservation Corps. Some of the relevant sections state that

Sec. 211 services include, but are not limited to (1) job search assistAce, (2) outreach, (3) supported work
programs or actiirities, (4).education and institutional skill training, (5) on-the-job training, and
(6) work experience'programs;

Sec. 301 employment-related needs of persons who face particular disadvantages in specific and general
labor markets or c:icupations must be met;

Sec. 304 job search and relocation assistance should be provided to the economically disadvantaged,
unemployed, and underemployed;

Sec. 416ff Youth Incentft Entitlement Pilot Projects should provide part-time employment for economitally
disadvantred youth who resume or maintain attendance in secondarli school;

Sec. 421ff Youth COrnrnions ity Conservation and Improvement Projects should establish a program of
community conservation and improvement projects to provide employment, work experience,
skill training, and opportunities for community service;

Sec. 431ff Youth Employment and Training Programs should provide training and employment opportunities
to enhance the job prospects and career opportunities of unemployed youth;

Sec. 450ff A Job Corps should'be established for those economically disadvantaged youths who need and
can benefit from an unusually intensive program to become more responsible, employable,

productive citizens;'

Sec. 481ff a Summer Youth Program s ould provide for useful work and sufficient basic education and
on-the-job training for eligi le youth during the summer months;

Sec. 801ff a Young Adult Conservatio orps should be established to provide employment and other
benefits to unemployed youth through workon conServation and other public projects.

4
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Conclusions IL. a

Legislation addressing the unemployment of disadvantaged youth indicates that this problem is of sufficient magnitude
that federal-level policymakers feel the need for federal intervention through legislation.

*-Federal policy "adjusts" the supply and demand for labor in an attempt to alleviate unemployment of disadvantaged youth.
On the supply side of the market, disadvantaged youths pre provided training and cokinseling to help them compete; on the
demand side, jobs are created for disadvantaged youths. Barriers to employment are being eliminated through such legislAion
as theNCivil Rights Act of 1964 and the Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972. While disadvantaged, unemployed,
out-of-school youth obviously did not receive the necessary skills to enhance their employability during the time they were in
school, they need not continue to be unskilled. The legislation provides a mandate; Vocational education provides a way.
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A

DEFINITION OF JOB DEVELOPMENT

A review of theliterature of the 1960s reveals that the term "job development" and "job creation" have often beenconfused. The creation of new jobs takes Many forms:

,, Creating new demands for.goals and services and, thereby, a derived demand for labor
Dividing job tasks

. Reducing the work week'

Providing temporary jobs through subsidized employment
Each of these requires a different approach to the marketplace and tb employers than developing access to existing jobs fordisadvantaged populations.

According to the Employment Service Field Office Manual, job development is definki as

the activity that involves the working with public or private organizations and businesses to developjob opportunities. Also the process of soliciting a public or private employer's order for a specific individual.2
Mangum and Walsh further state that in a broader sense, job development actiiiities ha'Ve been aimed at the redistribution ofexisting job opportunities and at redefining their specifications and entry requirements to permit acceis for the disadVantaged.3

an.

2
Bureau of Employment Servides Field Office Manual (excerpted), in Garth Mangum and John WOOL Employmentand Training Programs For Youth: Whai Works BestFor Whom? (U.S. Department of Labor, Office of Youth Programs, May, 1978), p. 150.,

Garth %gown and John Walsh, Employment and Training Programs For Youth: Whet Works Best Fqr Whom? A report prepared for the Office of Youth Programs,U.S. Department of Labor by the National Council on Employment'Policy (Olympus, WA: Olympus 'Publishing Company, May, 1978), p. 150.
1,

12 32
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Ferman, on the other hand, has defined.job development as a series of activities designed to link togetherall of the
intervention activities to move indivuals of hard-to-employ status to a job as follows:

Finding jobs for the hard-to-employ through regular or new channels

Coordinating and managing private and community resources to increase
employability of the hard-to:employ (for example, the arrangement for
transportation or arrangement for ongoing medical'servies to mpke and
keep the client employable)

Providing ongoing communication and linkage between the agency, training
center, employer, work supervisor, and worker

Negotiating and using sales techniques with emploiers to modify entrance
standards or to restructure jobs for the hard-to-employ worker

Providing folloW-up.serviceslo'develop job mobility potential for clients
(for example, job-related training) 4

Creating new jobs by negotiation with public or private agency officials

Changing attitudes and role of employers by involving and identifying
them with the project

Providing supportive services to hard-to-place workeri and to various
management groups si

Developing studies of industries, plants,.and community, structures to
locate job shortages and identify employment procedures that impede
employment of the hard-to-place worker .

` Supplementing placement procedures by counseling and addition of services
to make clients job-ready 4

4 Louis Ferman, Disadvantaged Youth: Problems of Job Placement, Yob Ciaation, and Job Development (Ann Arbor, Michigan: December 1967), p. 22.

r--
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As a set of operating practices, job development overlaps with many practices under job placement. Job dAtopment
according to Bennett is an evolutionary process from job placement to job creation.

: In the early stages, Job development may well takedthe form of locating job
openings and finding youths and adults to fill the openings. At some point,
job developers reverse the process and work initially with the candidates who
are ready for employment and then move out to employers to tailor jobs fd the
candidates. When that process becomes.ati ongoing process, a sophisticated and
complete job development mechanism him become operational.5

As indicated by Fermag, three other criteria also should be included in an ideal definition of job development. First, job
development-postulates the opportunity to induce employers to reappraise and, in many instances, to modify job entry requirements.This may, be done in a variety of Ways, but the essential ingredient is the availability of supportive services (training, counseling,
remedial assistance) to make the job candidate more conipetitive in the work situation. Second, job development'includes concertedefforts to gain agreement from the employer to consider the job candidate only on his/her ability to do the job and not on extraneoilscriteria (for example, race and/or social background). Finally, job development includes follow-up services to the job candidate
once he/she is placed, to insure mobility and.potential development on the job. The service to the individual should not end withentry into a joh but, ideally, there should be continuous work to exercise his/her manpower development consistent with jobaspirations...

4
George Bennett, Job Dovoloprnent for Youth, Training Series (New York: Center for the Study of Unemployed Youth, February 1986), pp. 7-8. A6
Ferman, p. 21.
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LIST OF JOB DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES AND IMPLEMENTATIONS

Page
/

Helping disadvantaged surdents learn how to locate job openings ,
16

.),..

Resume writing, composing letters of application, and completing job apPlications , 18'
..,

incorporatiqg career exploration materials 20

Helping disadvantaged students learn how to maiRtain good social relations and perforniance on the job
3 22

Helping disadvantaged students learn employers' performance expectations and job requirements 24

Developing a unit on starting and successfully managing a bOsiness 26

Creating and Soliciting jobs for the disadvantaged through in-class announCements,
--school newspapers, podters, flyers, bulletin boards, and student clubs ,

, 28

Using the media to solicit and create jobs for the disadvantaged 30

Using newspapers and news releases to advertise and solicit jobs for the disadvantaged 32
A

Using mail-outs and other sales techniquesto4olicit and create jobs for the disadvantaged 34
k
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ACTIVITY: Helping disadvantaged students learn how to locate job openings.

-OBJEC-fivL

To enable disadvantaged students to learn how to locate
job openings through new courses in their curriculum

PROCEDURE:

Design special curriculum to instruct disadvantaged
students on self-help development programs

Help students identify potential employers who
may know of or hold job openings

Encourage students to talk with other students
who are already employed in the labor market

HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:

Consultants could develop special one-semester curriculum
materials in consUltation with Chamber of Commerce and
business executives familiar with job development Strate-
gies. Students in need should be registered in this course
during the middle to the end of their program. They should
be provided with special counseling by practitioners and
business representatives during their jot) sear* period.

INFORMATION SOURCE:

Potential sources'of information could include'
schocil placement specialist

*, expert consultants in curriculurn development
members of local groups incIdding the National
Alliance of Businesses .

State Employment Services
advisory committees

PE RSONNE L:

This activity would rely heavily upon the involvement of
practitioners, business experts within the area of job develop-
ment, and job counselors.

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

Students should be able to find jobs in their career areas
at the time and place they elect and should not be dependent
on ."outside" job developers and placement systemp

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:

The major consideration would be that lob development
specialists may not be familiar with the essential elements of
curriculum development. Furthermore, business specialists
may not be available to provide timely advice for students
or practitioners.

SOLUTIONS:

Curriculum consultants must include job development
spedialists in designing and testing of the curriculum. BusineSs
specialists stiould be recruited and included in special counseling
programs for students who have secured jobs with the knowledge
developed in special job development classes.

38 16 39 7



IMPLEMENTATION .

p -

Vocational education practitioners could draw on man,/ sources to help disadvantaged students learn how ta locate jobs. However,before referring to those sources, vocational educators should determine the students' interests. Those giving instruction on job-faintingskills may want to conduct in-depth interviews or have stucets complete job interests surveys If vocational educators know the careerdirections of the students, they can select or adapt certain In-hunting techniques to fit the students' needs.
Traditional sources of information on employment opportunities are businesses and industries, the Chamber of Commerce,and the state Employment Security Commission. Representatives from these areas could be contacted to talk to students abouthow and where to look for jobs. Speaking engagements could be scheduled during classtime at the vocational education building or.at the sites where the representatives work.

The business representatives might talk to students aboufthe types, availability, and job requirements of entry. level positionsin their work settings. They could tell students Who to contact regarding employment and how best to present themselves in person orian the phone in order to make a favorable impression. The Chamber of commerce (and/or National AllianCe of Businesses) could'provide students, via mail or face to face, with names, addresses; and phbne numbers of area employers to contact for possible employ-ment. The State Employment Security Comehission representative might convey to the disadvantaged youth what jobs are open at thepresent time. This representative might discuss procedures for utilizing the employment office. These-procedures include what formsneed to be completed, the-role of the employment advisors, and what information comprises a job data card.
Besides utilizing outside representitives,.vocational educators may use an array of instructional aides to impart job-huntingskills: These include film, filmstrips, newspaper want ads, organized job-hunting clinics, and (iterature from community derviceagencies. Obvious sources of job opportunity information such as friends, former students, and the job placemerq specialist shouldbe pointed out to students, too.
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ACTIVITY: .Resume writing, composing letters of application, and completing
job applications.

OBJECTIVE:

To equip disadvantaged students with job-seeking skills

PROCEDURE:

The job-seeking skills class can provide instruction in

writing resumes
composing letters of application
completing job applications

HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:

4).

This activity is conducted mainly through a job-seeking
skills class or a similar class where students write resumes,
compose many kinds of letters of application, and fill out
several different application forms for jobs.

INFORMATION SOURCE:

Potential Anformation sources include

industries which could provide practice job applications
YMCA and YWCA which would offer classes in
job-seeking skills
guest speakers from business, industry, and labor
organizations who would inform students of employer
expectations of job applications

PERSONNEL:

Individuals invOlved in this activity include

job-seeking skills instructor
job placement counselor
vocational counselor
teachers in skills areas

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

By the time students are referred to the job placement
officer, they should have a printed resume and should have
.experience in completing job applications.

Students should also know what businesses expect in
terms of resumes and letters of application.

NCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:

Problems may arise if a specific instructor is not assigned
to teach students how to write a resume, compose a letter
of application for a job, or complete a job application form.

SOLUTIONS: .

The director of vocational education (or the equivalent)
should clearly designate someone to teach these skills.

4.2
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Sample
(Resume)

Name:

Address:

Telephone:

Career Goal:

Education:

Damning:

Work
Experience:

Special
Certificates/
Awards:

Hobbies/
Interests:

References:

(Optional)

Age:

Height:

Weight:

IMPLEMENTATION

Sample
4

(Letter of Application

1705 Dixon Road
Springdale, I L 60231
August 21, 1979

Ace Auto CoMpanx
222 Monroe Street
Springdale,'IL 60232

Dear Mr. Runamotor:

I am a December graduate of the
Green County Vocational Education
Center. My area of training was in auto
mechanics with a specialty in engine
service.

Ace Auto Company i§ a widely
resRected firm that provides quality
service to the community. I would very
much like to work for you, Mr. Runa-
motor. I am a hard-working individual
who can be an asset to your firm. My
resume, with referencrs, is enclosed.

Thank you for your consideration.
I look forward to hearing from you
soon.

Sincerely,

Sample

Application for Employment
Ace Auto Company

Employment desired:,

Name:
(iast)

Present address:

Home phone

(first) (middle)

Work phone

Whom to contact in case of emergency:

Referred by:

Education:

k
Dates

Yea r
Graduated Degree

High School
(name and location) . .

. .

College
(name and location)

.

,

Special schools
(names and location)

,

r' ,

Employmeht History:

Title of position'held:-

Employed by:

Responsibilities:

Practide makes perfect. Practicing writing a resume, composing a letter of application for a job, and completing a job
application form should petlect these skills. Vocational educators could have disadvantaged students develop and perfect their
resumes. They may even arrange to have the resumes printed for future-placement ngeds. Vocational educatorscould supply'
several different kinds of job application forms to students so that they will be totally familiar with information requested,of
them on such forms. To learn how to compose a letter of application for a job, students might be asked to compose many
letters for many types of posjtions.

19
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OBJECTIVE:

ACTIVITY: Incorporating career exploration materials.

Toprovide students with information about the variety
of jobs and careers available

. To help students match their aptitudes with careers

PROCEDURE:

Incorporate career exploration materials in curriculum
Establish new Career Exploration and Development
courses
Combine career exploration materials with National
Alliance of Businesses-type youth motivation programs
which bring successful business p'ersons into the

AY classroom to help students focus on career options
available to them

HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:

'Gradually introduce career explorition materiels:to
students. Encourage students to study careers Which
interest them. Invite members of the community to disciiss
different careers. Develop courses and a career resource
center to expose students to the varietY of occupations
available to them.

INFORMATION SOURCE:

Key sources of information for implementing this
practice include

career education specialists
,the Chamber of Commerce

, CETARRIME SPONSORS: state employment services
local social service Manpower training program specialist
representatives from labor unioris and community-based
organizations (Urban League, 01C, SE R, NAACP)

PERSONNEL:

Vocational teachers
CETA prime sponsors
Employment service counselors
Business personnel

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

The benefits of the activity would be

students' obtaining specific career/job information which would
be,useful in planning their entry into the job market
students' understanding the connection between the "learning
process" in school and the "skills and knowledge requirements"
of the world of work

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:

So Me. considerations of incorPorating career exploration materials
in the curriculum would be that

new courses might have to be designed and implemented
career exploration materials would have to be obtained
teachers would have to make atonscious effort to utilize the
materials in the vocational education program.

SOLUTIONS:

State boards of education and local school boards have to adopt
a "career emphasis" approach curricula.
New progra s have to be esta ished within teacher-training
institutions t prepare teachers for "career emphasis" approaches
to teaching.
Special inservk educational programs should be established for
existing person* with the responsibility of implementing career
exploration -progiams.

20
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IMPLEMENTATION

Guide tO COWS'S

Agriculture
Auto Mechanics

Business
Education

Carpentrv
Child Care

Clothing-Flelated
Dental ASSiStiOQ

Electrical
Engineering

Electronics
Food Service

Gr aphic
Ar ts

Health-Belated

Hotel/Motel
ManagementIndustrial

LaborMachinist
Medical-Related
Physical rherapyPrinting
Sales

Telephone
CTektile-Rhreers

elatedWelding

.1

The vocational educators are identified; the disadvantaged
students are enrolled. The next step is career exploration and
discovery. Vocational educators can use many resources to
help students learn about the variety of careers available and
ta help them narrow their choices. Field literature can be
referred to, such as the Occupational Outlook Quarterly,
Occupational Outlook Handbook, and commercial products
such as Pathways to Careers, Careers: An Overview, Jobs in
Your Future, Art of Developing a Career: A Student's Guide
(to name only a few). Other commercial materials that deal
with careers are available in the forms of films, filmstrips,
kits, games, cassettes, records, aptitude and ability tests,
interest inventories, and workbooll.

Vocational educators might establish a career resource
center that students use to become familiar with the range of
occupations in the world of work. Other methods of trans-
mitting career informatidn are by guest speakers and on-site

visits. Career education specialists and representatives from
various fields of work, labor organizations, and speakers'

bureaus could talk to students in the vocational education center. The talks would be about the nature of different.jobs and different
work settings. The speakers would discuss skills needed for certain jobs and employers' expectations. The information given can be
underscored and amplified through visits to work locations. These visits would give disadvantaged youth a concrete idea of what
occupations exist in the world of work.

Knowing what it takes to pursue a career might help these youth understand the need for vocational education in order to secure
and retain a skilled job. All career,exploration efforts should help disadvantaged students to identify their interests and abilities and
match them with a suitable career. TheV should also show students what they face at the end of their training and in their full-time
employment.
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ACTIVITY: Helping disadvantaged students learn how to maintain
good social relations and performance on the job.

OBJECTIVE:

To integrate in selected students' course of study a systematic
series of activities which should enable them to get along
with others on the job and to evaluate their own employ-
ability skills

PROCEDURE:

Conduct a related class for the student incorporating
activities and modules in which social and employability
skills are highlighted
Have the on-the-job supervisor work with the student to
identify the various aspects of the job
Request the student to rate himself/herself and request
the supervisor to rate the student
Schedule a session vith the student to show weaknesses
in job conduct andTperformance

HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:

The teacher of the related class.should provide instruction
in how to maintain good social relations and good per-
formance on the job. As students become involved in their
on-the-job training, the teacher should discuss with them
their progress in developing good social and job skills. The
teacher should then revise the related class using feedback
gathered by both students and their supervisors from the
on-the-job experience.

INFORMATION SOURCE:

Contributions to the curriculum can be made by the on-the-
job supervisor who helps the student develop social skills
and job competence. Filmstrips, workbooks, and other
commercially-produced aids may be employed to broaden
the range of instructional devices.

PERSONNEL; .

The in-school teacher and the on-the-job supervisor are the central
persons involved in conducting the activity.

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

The potential benefit of implementing the activity would be to
prepare disadvantaged students for their on-the-job and full-time
employment experiences, and to help th6n correct their problems
once they are on the job.

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:

Difficulties of the activity include
too heavy class loads for the teacher to conduct the
activity effectively
little or no travel reimbursement for the teacher

SOLUTIONg:

Establish time in the teacher's schedule to plan and implement
the related class
Set up a schedule for the teacher to make on-the-job visits
Make provisions in the budget for the teacher's travel to and
from jab sites

so 22
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IMPLEMENTATION

Ajommitment to aiding disadvantaged students develop and maintain good social relations is basic to the vocational education
program. A disadvantaged student departing for the world of work will find little success ahead without knowing appropriate, i.e.,
expected, social behavior.

Vocational education instructors and staff must be ready to squelch unacceptable rennerisms and reinforce productive, thoughtful
manners. Disadvantajed students should be clearly informed of what is acceptable and unacceptable behavior. Guidelines could be
spelled out in the follOwing way:

016

Aceptable Behavior

1. Comes to aid of coworkers who need help
i (especially without being asked)

2. Presents problems and questions to
supervisor in a calm fashion

3. Follows directions, hiles, and regulations
set by supervisor and employer

4. Refrains ffom gos*ing about others

5. Volunteers to do More work than assigned

V.

Unacceptable Behavior

1. Refuses to fellow directions or respond
when addressed

2. Uses profanity or other abusive language to
supervisor or coworkers

3. Uses physical action or threat of violence
-to resolve problems

4. Vandalizei or destroys property or
equipment

5. Creates problems by inciting coworkers'
anger, thereby causing di4.turbances

In addition to the behavioral guidelines, vocational educators could implement role-playing scenes that represent good and bad
work behavior. Students might critique, discuss, and record which particular behaviors were constructive and which were unproductive:
Students should be expected to exhibit sp p ropriate methods ot dealing with others in every facet of their vocational education training.
To enforce acceptable behavior, vocational educators might require students to maintain a certain level of conduct as a condition of
graduation. Instructors or staff could also partially or wholly exclude students from their vocational programs for infractions of
behavioral regulations.

, Vo&tional educators must constantly reinforce students' good behavior and correct the bad. It would be better for Students to
learn the importance of good social relations during their training for the world of work. Having to learn 'the lesson during full-time
employment may cost a student more than just a bruised ego.
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ACTIVITY: Helping disadvantaged students determine employers' performance
expectations and job requirements.

OBJECTIVE:

To establish a vocational exploration program (VEP)
To provide disadvantaged students with access to employers'
work sites to acquire specific job information about
employers' performance expectations and job reqdirolgents

PROCEDURE:

Adopt the VEP concept currently being used by many CETA
prime sponsors
Work with the Nlitional Alliance of Business and the Chamber
of Commerce to obtain assistance in iMplementing a non-

., compensatory VEP with local business and industry

HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:

VEP involves a series of visits from one to twenty days on ,a
full- or part-time basis with a variety of private employeri by
disadvantaged, in-school students. During these "explciratory""
visits students meet with workers, supervisors, personnel officials,
and counselors who provide specific information about employer
performance expectations and job requirements. At the comple-
tion of the approximately 400 hours, students have received
detailed information of employer expectations and requitements
in a broad spectrum of local companies.

INFORMATION SOURCE:

Primary input and recommendations can be obtained from the
folloWing organizations:

CETA prime sponsors
U.S. Department of Labor
Office of Youth Programs
National Alliance of Businesses
Human Resources Development Institute (AFL-C10)

PERSONNEL:

Persons involved in this pratike should include
company employees
school counselors
practitioners withip the vocational education system
company personnel officials

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

Students'should
be well-briefed on the types of jobs available in local labor
markets
discern employer expectations and'requirements for jobs
obtain information concerning skills and knowledge-level
required for entry level positions

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:

Establishing a specific.time for release of in-school students
who need to participate in the program
Guaranteeing school staff participation in visitations,
assessment, and coordination of the overall program,

SOLUTIONS:

Schedule regular day(s) and time for site visits
Include all necessary personnel in every aspect of the VEP
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IMPLEMENTATION

A form such as this one could be the basis of a larger instrumen for evaluating employers' performance expectations and jobrequirements. As a career exploration exercise, disadvantaged student ould fill out this form in the beginning of their training,in job areas of interest to thetm. Vocational educators and area employe could review the forms arid clarify or amplify the students'responses.

Students could also use the evaluation form during on-the-job training or on-site visits to record their actual observations of
employers' perforniance expectations and job requirements. Employers who host on.the-job training or on-site visits might discuss thestudents' findings with them.

ft

OCCUPATION: 8. Supervisor's title and responsibilities:
1. Basic.tasks:

9. Work rules:
2. Education and training needed:

10. Rate of repeating work:
3. Equipment/tools used:

1 1. Beginning wages:
4. Physical requirements:

12. Benefits
5. Hours and days of work: Vacation leave

Sick leave
Hospitalization

6. Work-setting (indoors/outdoors; alone/with
others):

Retirement

1a Disciplinary actions for misconduct:.

7. Possible advancements:

56
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ACTIVITY: Developing a unit on starting and successfully
managing a business.

OBJECTIVE:

To give the students the necessary training starting at the
beginning of the vocational education program to enable
them to operate their own husiness by the end of the
program

PROCEDURE:

Students are selected for itself-employment program in
vocational education

Students spend four hours in the classroom and four hours
in on the-job training

A contract is drawn up between the school and the
employer with the agreement that the work supervisors

-will be "sgmi-teachers "

The coordinator or a teacher checks the students' progress
and the work supervisors' administration of the training,

. plan bi-weekly

HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:

-Students' academic standing, educational plans, and voca-
tional interests are evaluated by a guidance counselor. If they
are qualified candidates, they will be channeled into the
self-employment program.

INFORMATION SOURCE:
Area employers
Advisory council

PERSONNEL:

Skills teachers
Coordinator
Work supervisors

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

The anticipated results of the activity would be

students' being able to establish and operate their own
businesses
students' becoming employed by their former supervisors
or erriployers
building community confidence in the skills of
disadvantaged students

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:
Some impediments to Conducting the activity may be

students losing interest in a lengthy training program
employers being dissatisfied with students' job performance
or behavior

SOLUTIONS:

To avert the above difficulties

choose only strongly motivated students for self-
employment training
check student's progress and relationship with supervisor
.frequently to prevent difficulties
assist sUpervisor in any problematical situation that he/she
faces with the student

26-
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IMPLEMENTATION

Vocational educators can help disadvantaged students to learn how to start and maintain their own businesses. However, the
educators can only help. They cannot give a business to or create ohe for the students. It is a major task to make disadvantaged
students employable. So it is an even larger undertaking to make disatIvantaged students "self-employable."

The disadvantaged students who desire to be involved in and MI6 would most likely benefit from a self-employed situation
should be identified. Therefore, assessment of all students' abilities and'interests should take place,at the onset of the vocational
education program. Vocational educators might ty/ to evaluate students' rhaturiW.end independence, too. This could be tried in a
very basic way: observation and consensus of students' 6ehavior by staff and instructorg.

, .

After the vocational educators have selected which students would benefit ,frOhl prograth foriself-einployment, training can
begin. The major portion of the program should be on-the-job training. The,ontffitjob traininit should be initiated as soon as a
student understands the various aspects of his/her chosen field. The on-the-job ttakiing is ah employer-student hookup or
apprenticeship. The length of the apprenticeship depends on the difficulty of the...occupatiOn'to;be learned. The more complex
the occupation, the greater the duration of on-the-job training.

.1

Whatever the length Qf the on-the-job training, frequent visits should be made by the vocational education coordinators to check
the student's progress. The coordinator should check the student's adjustment to his/her work setting and the student's work
performance to date. Conferences should be held with the employer or supervisor as well as the student. Any problems or questions
by employer or student should be dealt with during these visits.

Besides giving disadvantaged students the background to start their own businesses, vocational educators must provide the
students with constant-encouragement. Emotional support may I3e the key to helping studenti stick wit their training from the
start to the point of working independently. In addition to the coordinator making frequent visits to on-ihe-job sites, the director of
vocational education may make regular visits, too. This would show the commitment and concern of all the designers of the training
program to see that the student succeeds in his/her apprenticeship and advances in the direction of self-employment.
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ACTIVITY: Creating and soliticing jobs for the disadvantaged through in-class announcements,
school newspapers, posters, flyers, bulletin boards, and student clubs.

OBJECTIVE:

To make students aware of job possibilities and occupational
clusters
To help students detect and analyze job market trends

PROCEDURE:

Select students or staff to put job news in posters, flyers,
bulletin bords
Prepare bulletin board readily visible to all students
Plan for employers to make three-minute presentations
over public address system
Develop and distribute flyers and posters
Advertise job opportunities in school newspapers

HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:

Activity primarily involves students' taking class -time to
make job opportunity announcements to other students.

INFORMATION SOURCE:

Local employers
Employment agencies
Newspapers
Statewide job banks
.Community action agencies

PERSONNEL:

Counseling personnel and instructors can coordinate this
activity.

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

By carrying out this practice, students,should have an
increased aWareness of the job world and job possibilities.
They should also have acquired the ability to identify and
analyze job market trends.

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:

To help create and solicit jobs for dis'advantaged students,
up-to-date job market information should be gathered and
disseminated to the students. Insufficient planning, lack of
personnel, and lack of time are impediments to keeping
abreast of current employment opportunities.

SOLUTIdNS:

Appoint advisory committee of interested students and
business representatives to disseminate job information
Plan regular meetings
Plan routine information-gathering process
Have regular schedule-for changing bulletin boards and
keeping job announcements current

( a, b, c, d, e
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IMPLEMENTATION

Posters, flyers, bulletin boards, school newspapers, in-class announcements, and students' clubs are means of disseminating
information on job opportunities to disadvantaged students. If time permits, students themselves can organize and disseminate the
job market information. Otherwise vocational instructors, administrators, or advisory committees can conduct these activities.

Written announcements regarding job openingi or general job news items should be posted at a set time (for example, every
Monday at 10:00 a.m.) and at a set place (for example, the lobby bulletin board). Posters and flyers should convey messages that
are attention-getting, clearly stated, and easy to understand. If the messages have to do with job openings, the name of the firm,
address, type of job available, and the contact person should be mentioned. Photographs-of the job sites could be included in the
posters or flyers, too.

Announcements of jobs can also be advertised in a particular section of the school newspaper. Besides a "help wanted" type
section, features of students doing well in on-the-job training or full-time employment can be included. Such features would givtp
other students hope for future job success and suggestions for possible places in which to find permanent employment.

Oral communication about job openings and job news can be done by in-class announcements and student clubs. That is,
students in class and students in clubs can deVelop and/or deliver news items to other students. Oral messages should.be clearly
spoken, simple, and phrased in the language of the listeners.

When students are put in charge of gathering and disseminating job information, they will learn firsthand what job opportunities
exist. They will'also learn what are the most effective methods of communicating that information to a special group of people,
i.e. disadvantaged students.
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OBJECTIVE:

ACTIVITY: using the meliptto stlicii and create jobs for the disadvaniaged.

.,,

To make the private business sector aware of need for
jobs for disadvantaged students and pool of potential
employees

PROCEDURE:

Make periodic visits to local newspapers
Prepare news releases about employer tax benefits or
other &Vantages
Purchase "job wanted" ad space
Talk to civic groups
Invite media personnel to student/school functions
Disseminate club newsletters to the media

HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:

The activity includes brief visits to media persons once a
week, having student officers prepare news releases for the
media, and having.the state organization subscribe to a
News Reedy service.

INFORMATION SOURCE:

Sources of information are the Chamber of Commerce
which provides a list of news outlets, "Broadcaster"
magazine which provides !lips" for public service, news
reporters, and the S& H Green Stamps public relations kits.

.

PERri&NNEL:

Persor involved in this activity are
vocational teachers
counselors
Media managers
reporters
students

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

.By making bOnesspeople aware of a pool of potential employees,
more jobs should be made available to disadvantaged students.

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:

Obstacles of conducting this practice include the following:
Business personnel managers may not be aware of media
adveetisement of disadvantaged employers
Advertising time and space may be limited
Students may not be availabie for employers with specifid
needs
Follow-up of media Manager may be irregular

SOLUTIONS:

Ways of removing obstacles are to follow up media contacts
continually by providing them with prepared "spots" and by
including media people in relevant school function's.; Another
solution is to work with outside coordinators.and vocational
instructors to build a reputation as an "employment clearing-
house."

-
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IMPLEMENTATION

Radio Spot Announcement

Eltonville Area Vocational Technical School
Jimmy Upandcoming, Publicity Chairperson
4323 East Broad Street
Eltonville, IN 43215

Subject: Vo. Tech. Open House
FOR BROADCAST
March 12-19

Reading Time 20 seconds

Are you a local employer looking for a trained worker to help you
smooth out your business operation?

The Eltonville Area Vocational Technical School is holding an

OPen House on Monday, March-26, at 7 :oo p.m. at its 4323 East Broad
Street address.

Local business persons and the community at large are invited to the
Vo. Tech. School to see the skills taught, to meet the instructors, and to
see the students work in their program areas.

To sign up for the Open House, call 356-7214. ?ou'll find your visit
well worth the investment of time.

RI

The TV and radio are ways to giVe a vocational,education program widespread attention.' These media can be used to advertise
the skills of disradvantaged students for on-the-job training or full-time empttiyment. They can advertis; any news items or special
events of the vocational education program which would draw interest from area emplqyers. ,

Perhaps the best persons to write TV and radio spotstlare the students themselves. This would give them exposure to the media
and the chance to perfect tHeir writing skills. Instructors, staff, and advisory members can compose the spots, too. Whoever dOes
the promoting for the disadvantaged studentsand their vocational education program shouttrw what the media require in terms
of writing and typing styles and times and dates for submitting announcem'ents.

31
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ACTIVITY: Using newspapers and news releases to advertise
and solicit jobs for the disadvantaged.

OBJECTIVE:

To make local businesses and industries aware of students
who are available for employment and training
To let-the community know that educational organizations,
businesses, and industry are cooperating in serving the
employment needs of disadvantaged students

PROCEDURE:

An advisory committee advertises the availability of jobs
and a pool of potential employees, i.e., the disadvantaged
students
Job developers identify prospective employers to the
students

HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:

An advisory committee of representatives from the unions,
businesses, industries, and civic organizations is formed. This
committee supports and disseminates the program in which
the disadvantaged students participate. The support and
dissemination can be accomplished by having the advisory
committee members

hire the disadvantaged
ask their associates to do the same
use the local media to advert& the program's benefits
to area employers; students, and others

Jot developers should then follow up by contacting
prospective employers and formulating a'list of possible
job opportunities for the students.

INFORMATION SOURCE:.

Information soUrces are
the state education agency
local civic organizations

'representatives from unions, businesses, and industries

PERSONNEL:

The persons conducting this activity are
job placement coordinators
job developers
advisory committee members

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

The outcome is to increase the probability of disadvantaged
students becoming full-time, permanently employed, and
productive workers.

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:

Possible concerns of the practice are
gaining cooperation from newspapers to publish vocational
educational news items
unresponsiveness of employers to published news items
or(

SOLUTIONS:

Some ways to resolve these concerns include the following:
Include newspaper personnel in school functions
Hay, vocational, educators and students visit newspaper
bufting for non-business matters
Send news clippings to employers
Place vocational education news items in related publications
and/or publications which are read by business persons
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IMPLEMENTATION

?Ce eity
No. 940 Monday, November 5, 1979 1000th Year

VOC. ED. CENTER'S CLASSES TO BEGIN

The New City Vocational
Education Center will begin
classes Monday, November 19.
Persons eligible to take classes
in auto mechanics, business
education, food service, health
care, machine shop, and weld-
ing must be between sixteen
and twenty-one and have been
out of school at least six
months.

Pre-registration for the
classes will take place Monday,

November 12, through Fri-
day, November 16, between
the hours of 8:00 a.m. and
4:00 p.m. or 6:00 p.m. to
10:30 p.m. The enrollment

lee is $15 and $20 for each
course.

Any questions regarding
classes or the Vocational
Education Center, in general,
can be directed to Mr. Avril,
Advancement Director, at
285-4301.

The vocational education system's advisory committee
or the vocational educators or students could assume the
responsibility for writing news releases. The purpose of the
releases would be to familiarize the public with the vocational
education program of disadvantaged students. The releases
might pertain to special events such as the start of classes and
graduation, fund-raising activities; or student accomplishments.

The news releases should appear in the newspapers, maga-
zines, and other literature to which business persons heavily
subscribe. This way business persons will be aware of a-trained
group of potential employees. Writers of the.news releases
should know what the publication's requirements are for
format andwriting style and what the deadlines are for sub-
mission. The more the news releases reflect the publication's
"look" and "sound," the greater probability subsequent
releases will be accepted.

1,1
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ACTIVITY: Using mail-outs and other sales techniques
to solicit and create jobs for the disadvantaged.

OBJECTIVE:

To develop a list of entry level jobs in vocational education
program areas for disadvantaged students

PROCEDURE:

Survey businesses and industries (via mail-outs) for job
possibilities
Follow up surveying with personal contacts
Develop a list of potential employers of disadvantaged
students

HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:

The cooperative education coordinator or job develgpers
arrange mail-outs (letters, brochures, surveys) and visits to
potential employers of disadvantaged youth.

INFORMATION SOURCE:

Sources of information are
the Chamber of Commerce
the state Employment Service
trade organizations

PERSONNEL:

Persons who are directly or indirectly related to'the activity
are the

cooperative education cOordinator
job developeri
job counselors
placement specialists

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

It is expected that with a concentrated effort to identify entry
level jobs open to graduates of vocational education programs,
a greater number of these persons will be placed in jobs related
to their areas of training.

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:

Due to the nature of the survey, results are difficult to interpret.
This means that time must be allotted to.make personal contacts.
Also, the duties of the personnel may not be clearly enough
defined to allow for the gathering, dissemination, and updating
of the list of employers.

SOLUTIONS:

Personal visits should be made to employers who have not
responded to mqil-outs.
Employers who partici ate in vocational education sho Id
be contacted regularly o renew their involvement.
Uninvolved employe should be contacted, by mail-out Or
personal visit, to eli t support for the vocational educati n
program.



IMPLEMENTATION

Vocational educators can modify a letter*
like the one shown here to solicit and create jobs
for disadvantaged students. A letter such as this
one could be sent to every local employer. Student
resumes, a catalog of courses, and general publicity
on the vocational education program (brochures,
pamphlets) could be enclosed with the letter.

After employers receive their letter or
packet, job developers or other vocational
education personnel should visit the employers
to determine their interest in participating in
the program. A list should be made of those
employers who are willing to provide services
for the disadvantaged. This list should be up-
dated at regular intervals. Also, "old" and "news:
employers should be visited or phoned periodically
to maintain good relations and to find out what
opportunities are available for disadvantagedi
students.

,

\\.,......" Permission to mie letter granted by The Dayton Public Schools, Dayton, Ohio.
..

T HE DAYTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
At/MIIMIIVIIA new aU11.1111S

TL I ..... 461 illS
4$ Vet, riser IT DATON. ONIO 41401

We tub, 14 Gorr
...... Neal

SreitI ito s

Doer Sir:

Unemployment among young people is topic of great concorn mond
eembers of the business community and the general public. With federal
funds. the Ottio Dividion of Vocational Education has funded the Dayton
Public Schools to arbitrate &job placement service. We call this 'erste.
Project PLACM. Through it. we hope to expose sany'recant high school
graduates and others to full-time job opportunities.

Enclosed with this letter you will find reari which um have
constructed to illu ...... ths general qualifications of the majority
of our soplicants.

.114 will contact your office by pliona as soon as possible to arrant,
s time when one of our job placement pecialists cquld soot with you to
further explain this free tmtrvice. V. feel our appLicants and your firm
Can help *itch other.

KR/ag

Encl.

Sincerely.

Kenneth Rhoads, Coordinator
Project PLACE
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DEFINITION OF JOB PLACEMENT

Placement and placement services have been defibed as "Services to school graduates and learners depending upon the desire
of dip. indiVidual to obtain gainful employment, to corttinue education, or to engage in a combination of employment and education." 7
A definition for school based placerwnt found in the Michigan Placement Guide states: "School-based placement serviceS cover the
entire range of assistance offered by a school to help the stuaent.develop and implement his or her career plea." 8

a

In its broadest sense, placement is anything that the school system does in order to assist ihdividuals to take the next step.
Translated into specific career related functions, Martin defines placement to include the following:

Career awareness activities
Career exploration activities
Career planning
Career decision making
Pre-employment preparation
Educational placement
Curriculum modification9

Peters, on the other hand, has defined job placement in a three-stage or -phase process:

Pre-employment orientation, registration, and preparation for referral
Job order listing, selection, and referral
Follow-up 19

He conceives each of these as a separate and distinct step, usually occurring in an orderly sequence:

Staff Should, be assigned full-time responsibility for providing placement services.

Placement services should be provided through the school board budget and
without cost to directly served.

_

Placement activities ould be organized into a formalized system.

7 Jack Martin, "School-Based Placement A Perspeetive For Training," in Placement and Follow-up, edited by Samuel Shipper and Raymond A. Wasil, (Lexington, Mass.:
Xerox Individualized Publishing, 19771, p. 6.

8 State of Michigan, Michigen Department of Education, Placement Guide (Lansing, Mich., n.d.).

9 martin, p. 6.

I ter man J. Peters, "Placement and Follow-up Process," in Placement and Follow-up, edited by Samuel Shippei and Raymond A. Wesil, (Lexington, Mass.: Xerox Individualized
Publishing, 1977), p, 81.
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4

jiuckingham has stated that "the placement service must be rTioje than a simple referral of students to jobs."11 ,The're appears,
howeveropo generalization as to what else placement should be. Wagner and Wbod listed§everal generalizations conceptualizing
various coMponents.that.a placement service might include, as follows:

. 3

a

The,goals/objectives of a placement program should be
established to meet the needs of ell studenis.

_ . ,

Placen14nt and services should be provided throughout .

the entire yepr.

4

r

Placement and programs should facilitat theiransition of
students froM the school environment to the world of work.

r -

db, Placementservice should be established in sucWa way as tO\
extend the current Oacement_efforts. ,

Placement services should increese,career opportunities
through job development and facilitating access to further
career training..

A program of placement services should build upon rather
than duplicate apn7school placerhent activities.

Placement and serviceisshoirld be school-based with
centrl Coordination,:

3A centralized placement office shoerld serve as a clearinghouse
for job:information' for the entire school district:4' r. a`".s

V

A, 2

, . x /
3

. F

1 t IP r
L.

6 , , ....

: Buckingham, "Job Placembnt As a School Program," A male Ymitional Jaumal 47 (1972): 83-04.
1 ..

a i . t12-J. F. Wagner and TA. WOok Piatamint and Foll(4-up Literlature $erotch (JetksonvIlle, Fla: PuAl Couniy School Board, i9741., p. 28,
, ,

A
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ILIST OF JOB PLACEMENT ACTIVITIES AND IMPLEMENTATIONS I

4

Establish good public relations with all persons and agencies ipvolved in job placement services/a.

Contact business, industry, and labor organizations to determine the needs
of the employer and employee.for future curriculum,development

Establish procedures for conducting career day fairs in cooperation with job placeMent counselors

Reduce or eliminate artificial, barriers to employment for the disadvantaged
(e.g., bonding requkerfients, tests, or interView stress)

Use labor parket information to conduct a thorough study of available programs for training students

Conduct a thorough study of existing school and community cgriditions
and facilities as thel relate to job plaCement activities

'Provide counseling to give the disadvantaged student a realistic view of the work environment
. ,

Provide support services for disadvantaged students in interview situations

Identify cooperative hducation and work/studY"jobs A well as career exproration .

and preparedness opportunities withirrthe community for the disadvantaged student.

Make arrangements for diiadvaniaged.students tcrvisit offiees, plants, coMmunity agencies, and other
organizationsto learn about the world of work'and the kinds of jobs in which people are engaged

Work with advisory committees in planning and implementing placement setvices

As job placement officer, serve as a resource person.to the vocational guidance counseling staff

Identify potential emploAs and involve them in school activities

Page
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r.
OELJECTI

To develop working i-elationship with the local employ
ment agencie and prospectiVe employers
To make Svailable to the job'placement coordinators a job
bank to use in placing their students

ACTIVITY: Fstablish good public relations with all persons and agencies
involved in job placement services.

PROCEDURE:

Form a local advisory committee derived from all elements
of the community to assist in promoting good public
relations of thewocational education program and placement
of disadvantaged individuals

'Create and mail printed material to employerS'which
describes the program and is brief, attractive, and concise
Follow up by personal visits to key-hiring personnel

HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:

Job coordinators, counselors, or adviso ry committee members
should systematically visit employers after sending them
14inted maierials. buring these visit's, employers shoUld be
encouraged to provide vocational training sites and full-time
employment for students.

.1

INFORMATION SOURCE:

. Local Cflamber of Commerce
Area Employmerlt Security Office
Personnel managers
MeMbers of the advisory committee
Area employers
Business and civic associations

PERSONNEL:

Advisory comMittee members
Job coortfinators
Vocational counselors

"EXPECTED OUTCOMES:

The entire business community would share in the develop-
ment of self-sufficient citizens from the ranks of the
disadvantaged.

A significanenumr of disadvantaged youths would be
placed in job training and full-time anPloyment.

CONCERNS OF tONDUCTING ACTIVITY:
Insufficient communication with potential employers
Competition with similar public and private programs for jobs
Lack ot schooling and job skills ontthe part of students

, SOLUTIONS:

Explain to employers what,their participation means in
terms of tax advantages, building the local economy, and
job satisfaction for themselves and for the students.

Provide counseling'assistance to students and employers
when problems from placementS arise.

tr

nt.
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Establishing and maintaining a good public
relations proCirarn with all persons involved in
the job placement of disadvantaged students
involves six interacting factors. These six
factors are.represented graphically here.
Activities for implementing each of the
six factors are suggested and discussed
on the following pages.

s'

ft*

IMPLEMENTATION

a-
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4.

Establish and maintain a professional library accessible tomembers of the
faculty that.contains publications pertaining to job placement services
for the disadvantaged.

Participate in professional organizations and meetings related to job
placement for disadvantaged at the regional and local levels.

Submit items to. school bulletins and newspapers related to the success of
' placing disadvantaged students.

Schedule school staff meetings with all school personnel to discuss elements
needed to improve job placement services to students.

Schedule an intensive inservice workshop cehtered around the theme of
job placement and invite.noted speakers to make presentations. Provide
written.answers to the most common concerns of teachers.

Establish a procedure whereby school personnel could receive actual
on-the-job experience in key businesses or industries during vacatioh periods.

1

Take school personnel on field trips to businesses and industries outside
the immediate occupatiOnal area of the vocational personnel who participate.



CITIZENS'
ORGANIZATIONS

4.

Assist school administrators and instructors to establish a job placement
policy for,the disadvantaged.

Assist in the preparation of measurable objectives for job placement
servicei.

Maintain all advisory council activity 6n an advisory status only.

Assist in establishing public relations procedures both internally and
externMly to encourage disadvantaged students to consider the benefits
of vocational edycation and training by

assisting in the formulation of a speakers' bureau
to publicize voca'tional education

assisting in the establishment of p cedures for
approaching parents to provide v ational education
information to students

Arrange plant or field day visits for students, instructors, and parenja that
are interesting and educational to enhance classroom instruction,'" (

Proyide specialized vocational education literature to teachers, counselors,
parents, and students.

Assist instructors in the formation of accurate, realistic, and specialixed
instructional projects fOr group and individualized instruction.

Participate in and help interpret surveys of local industry manpower
needs, job availability, anticipated employment in the community, and
idintification of employment areas.

Assist in the placement of students in part- and full-time employmeni
and advise in job placement of Vocational education graduates who are
disadvantaged.

4
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Internal.to
the School

,

Invite parents and community leaders to "open house" and "career day"
activities. Extend a welcome invitation at all other school activities..

Keep the community informed of all school activities through school
newsletters, bulletins, and flyers.

Invite community organizations to use school facilities for meetings.

Provide specific adult activities with "hands on" experiences.

Make a list of community organizations that have not had direct contact
with the school during the preceding year. Invite those organizations to the
school facility and functions.

Maintain a speaker's list of school personnel willing to speak at school
functions.

Involve vocational education students as speakers or participants in
community activities.

Develop an informal network- ofritizens and have informal gatherings at
private homes.

"1.

Vi'sit community leaders at their places of employment, homes, or offices
(making certain to contact them in advance) until a good relationship
Is established.

V.
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WRITTEN
MATERIALS

Prepare a school catalog or handbook of activitries which highlights
vocational education (particularly disadvantaged students) in positive
settings.

Review existing handbooks and catalogs for suggestions.
Develop content..

Make use of extensive media and visual aids.

Disseminate to businesses both at state and local levels.

Provide a means of updating former students' actiyities in
the work environment,

Prepare newsletters of vocational students' activities.

Eslab fish a regUlar schedule.

Limit to one or two pages.

Emphasize accomplishments of vocational education student
(especially the disadvantaged student). 1
Exchange information about working students whom other
students can contact.

Encourage student in t and participation.

Prepare flyers highlighting a partic ar student's accomplishments in
vocational education.

Illustrate the work of students by a Poster of the MoOth which graphic
art students design. 1

Prepare bumper and notebook stickers highlighting acompl ishments
in ywational education.



DISSEMINATION
NETWORK

^

Deskjnate a news release coordinator in each school or district.

Release news items to all local mass media including public service
stations and educational channels on radio and television. Encourage
radio stations to feature coverage.

Write simple, direct statements highlighting student accomplishments
in vocational education programs on a Monthly basis.

Participate in radio and television talk shows allowing students as
much participation as.possible to highlight their achievements.

Broadcast announcements concerning career fairs, open house,
and special events.

Use radio and television to disseminate job placemeot information
and for recruiting purposes featuring the emplbyee of the week who
will be graduating and skills of that individual.



SPECIAL NEEDS
STUDENTS

I

AV

Form a committee or subcommittee within the advisory committee
-Wrip112ation to concentrate on probleMs of hiring the disadvantaged.

Plan and implement a program of work for the committee; evaluate and
revise based-on data.

I

Identify. the types of agencies anid organizations that are available to
help place disadvantaged students. Stay in constant contact with these
agencies and organizations to coordinate programs and services for
the disadvantaged.

Search for-new ways of mainstreaming disadvantaged students iito more
competitive vkational education programs and of providing additiona1
support servities and remediation that might be necessary in order to help
_them succeed.

Find employment for disadvantaged students other than traditional
avenues open to them.

47,,
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ACTIVITY: Contact business, industry, and labor organizations to determine the
needs of the employer and employee for future curriculum development.

OBJECTIVE:

To maintain continuous dialogue with various community
organizations
To relay feedback to the board of education and staff
monitors for the purpose of meeting the needs of business
and Students

PROCEDURE:

Appoint central office staff member to serve on the
Jocal Manpower Planning Council
Acquire profiles of the community as manpower needs
are identified
Become a key figure on the Chamber of Commerce
Advisory Committee on Education (as co-chairperson)
and the Chamber of Commerce (as a bpard member)

HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:

Maintain communication with business, industry, and labor
organizations through constant attendance at and participation
in committee and sub-committee meetings, including

Manpower Planning Council
advisory coignmittee

Involve school staff with activities such as Educators-In-
Industry and Career Guidance Institutes.

INFORMATION SOURCE:

Information sources include
' Chamber of Commerce Advisory Committee on Education

National Alliance of Businesses
Business Education Liaison Committee
Area Manufacturers Association
state Employment Service

PERSONNEL:

Persons who should be involved in this practice could include
director of vocational education
work,experience coordinators
career counselors
vocational instructors
school administrators

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

The expected outcome would be to provide current and relevant
information to educators for developing and revising curriculum
offerings.

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:

Impediments to conducting this activity include
lack of time for staff to serve on the committ
difficulties in establishing and maintaining aiN
operating advisory committee
difficulties in establishing credibility with the
education and the advisory committee

ees

oard of

SOLUTIONS:

Encourage the superintendent and board of edLation to
serve on committees.
Provide assistanbe in disseMinating information
Give recognitioh for work completed.
Use information for implementing curriculum c anges.

d, e
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IMPLEMENTATION
Employers' Needs and Curriculum Development

Every opportunity to improve the vocational education curriculum should be explored. Without a relevant currjcuum, the
success of placing disadvantaged youth in jobs will be diminished. The most probable persons to determine ernploye and employee
rteed$ would be the director of Acational education, worlyexperience coordinator, or career counselor. Various inf4irmat ion sources ,
should be used to develop a list of employers and then devise a plan to contact them, to gather information, and to relay that
information to the appropriate persons. A month's schedule for tt)e individual carrying out this activity might be a follows.

_..
.

. NOVEMBER .. .
. .

MONDAY : . TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY . FRIDAY

_

.

..

,

. .

.

_

1

.

.

. . 2

-
.

. 5
tudy infprmatiton relat-

ing to local emploYers'
hiring practices and
working conditions.

.
6 7

e?

al-

. 8 ,

Telephobe employers to .1.
for

9

make appointments
visits.

.
t .1

...

.
12

. Develop questions to
asceitain employers'
present and future
needs.

... --- 13'
2.-3 company visits

.. ' .

.

. , 14
2-3 company visits

. , -

, .

15
, .

2-3 company vtsits 2-3
,.

. 116
ompany visits

r19
2-3 company visits -

4..

20
2-3 company visits

.

21
Place data collected in a
permanent, easy-to-refer-
to record system.

.

22 23
Write up report of iifindings. - ,..

.

,
26

Meet with advisory
committee to discuss
findings.

27,,
Meet with Chamber of
Commerce's Advisory
Committee on Educe-
tion.

28
Present report to board
of directors and adrninis-_
trators of vocational
education program,

. 29 3q
Consult with instructors

.

about changes in
).

.

curriculum.
.

I
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OBJECTIVE:

ACTIVITY: Establish procedutes for conducting career day,fairs and cooperate
with job placement counselors to execute these procedures.

To make students aware of various community employmel
opportunities
To provide students with information benefiCial in securing
a job, keeping a job, and qUalifying for advancement

PROCEDURE:

Develop list of tradls and industries
Have personnel representatives from trades and industries
participate in the fair
Publicize the fair through radio, television, newspapers,
placards, letters, handbills, telephone calls, person-to-person
contacts, and public announcements

how ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:
The career fair is held for two to three days. Vocational education
representatives, counselors, and other staff members plan displays
and schedules. Areas represented in the fair are those most likely
to employ students.

Business concerns might include
department stores
drUg stores
food stores, hotels/motels
service stations

(See page 52.)

PERSONNEL:

The career fair is conducted by the director of vocational
education, job counselors, vocational counselors, and other staff
working cooperatively with reprqsentativegirbm trade and
industries.

Trades might include /
plumber
electrician
carpenter
cosmetologi9t
auto mechanic
nurse's aide

, .

INFORMATION SOURCE:

Names of trades and jnduiries are provided.by
Chamber of Comtherce
Employment Security Commission
CETA offices
director of vocational educatiort

High school attendance offices provide the names, addresses,
and phone nanbers of all students who have dropped out
of school.

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

The expected outcome would be that students would develop
a positive attitude toward the world of work'; and many of
them would be introduced to and employed on a job of interest
to them.

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:

Planners of the career fair need to be awareof
sessions becoming too large o
some popular sessions conflict
lack'of punotuality, attendanc
and inthrest on the part of the
attending the fair

SOLUTIONS:

too small
ng
, communication skills,
isadvantaged youth

Some.way§ to improve the career fair\ are to
distribute' souvenirs and door prize

'serve refreshmems
apprise employer representatives of behavior to expect
from disadvantaged youth
advise representatives to make their presentations short
and interesting

99 50 1 0o



IMPLEMENTATION

The local Labor DepartMent, Chamber of Commerce, and divic group officials from the school's Service areas should be invited
to the scliool for a pre-CAREER DAY planning conference. Community representatives and officials should be introduced and
briefed in an informal manner on the philosophy and purposes of CAREER DAY. Emphasis should be placed on community service
and needs aspects of the program. This preliminary meeting should take place about four weeks before the actual CAREER DAY

).program is to begin. Civic groups and Chamber of Commerce officials should announce the upcoming CAREER DAY to their members
at their regularly scheduled meetings and should use school officials as program speakers in order to more fully acquaint membership
with the CAREER DAY program. Members should be encouraged to visit the school on the scheduled CAREER DAY in order to
tour the facilities should they not be interested in any actual hiring. Civic groups and the Chamber of Commerce should be
encouraged to set up a table d)play and to serve as co-hosts to visiting business representatives.

Local labor officials should be encouraged to play an equally integral and visible role throughout the CAREER DAY program.
They should be prepared to accept resumes as well as to acquaint students with job possibilities in other parts of the state.
Follow-up interviews should be encouraged.

Television, radio, and newspapers should be contacted about the upcoming CAREER DAY program at least two-f-etks before
the actual CAREER DAY is to begin. The media people need to be alerted to the purposes and participants of the CAREER DAY
program and should be encouraged to write news articles or broadcast news af the CAREER DAY program. These media people need
to be reminded about the CAREER DAY program a few days before it is to begin.

No-
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SOME SPECIFIC SUGGESTIONS
FOR CONDUCTING AlpAREER DAY PROGRAM

Suggestions for Activities to be Conducted

1. Plan a coffee/refreshment period in a central location for instructors and emploNiers for the fiest thirty minutes of eachCAREER DAY.

2. Have packages for each employer representative with:

name badge
copy of agenda
copy of evaluation
copy of his/her schedule

3. Make available to employer representatives school catalogs or course outlines.

4. Have name badges for all participating instructors.

5. Have at least one other person from the school staff help greet employer representatives and see that they are introduced to the
person who will be their host or hostess.

Just a Reminder
/'

1. School officials need to have spare tables or rooms available for possible use should Unscheduled employers appear.

2. Students should be encouraged to write resumes and have a number of them available to disseminate.

3. Persons should be on hand to provide tours of the facilities.

4. At least one official from the stnool should be available at all times to talk with company and business representatives- Qnd to
answer questions.

5. Use students who ire cUrrently working and former students to provide additional firsthand information to students.

6. Follow up the CAREER DAY program with thank-you lepers to each business and industry representative who participated.

1 (6 52
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I.

ACTIVITY: Reduce or eliminate artificial barriers to employment for the disadvantaged
(e.g., bonding requirements, tests, or interview stress).

OBJECTIVE:

To remove artificial barriers to employment
To change employers' traditional attitudes toward employ-
ment requirements such as minimum grade point average, a
high school diploma, or completion of certain courses-in
high school

PROCEDURE:

Convince employers of the financial value and the social
benefit of employing disadvantaged students
Develop relations with affirmative action employers willing
to waive bonding requirements for.disadvantaged students
Assist students by providing mock inteMews
Simulate interviews using personnel actually invOlved in hiring

HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:

Personal contact could be made with prospective employers'to
determine the necessity of job testing. Discuss with employers
the necessity of bonding requirements and try to have these
,waived in extenuating circumstances. During actual interviews,
make certain that interviewers have information concerning the
student's background. Build employer confidence with selective

- placement in early experiences.

iNFORMATION SOURCE:

Advisory committee members, service clubs, and the local Insti-
tute for Public Affairs Research could provide names of firms
to contact in an effort to change attitudes of employers in the
hiring of disadvantagedditudents. Pqrsonnel in guidance and
testing departments could Work with various U.S. Employment
Gfficvs and legal offices within agenCies where students are
placed.

PERSONNEL:

The placement coordinator within existing institutions
should work closely with legal staff representatives wi4hin
agencies and ofrganizations
Counseling and placement staff could provide support
services (e.g., role playing in interview situations and inter-

-view techniques) to assist studentsin solving problems
faced in intervieve
Personnel responsible for hiring in business could be included

EXPECTED OUTCOME: .

A nurnber of businesses should waive or reduce bonding
requirements for students entering initial employment
Employers should begin to analyze the relationship between
testing procedures and actual job requirements
Initial interview time should be reduced as the student
becomes more familiar with various occupational areas and
occupational requirements

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:

Convince employers that disadvantaged students can
perform the required Work
Improve student skills to a level acceptable to an employer
and convince the student that he/she can perform.
Meet mandated student bonding-requirements
Reconcite employer perceptions orl test performance to
individual's demonstrated skill level

SOLUTIONS:

Begin the activity with a small number of selected students
and, when it woiks, expaiid it as much as possible
Institutional bonding could be established to allow students
to pass through their probationary period
Bonding requirementi could be waived

53
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IMPLEMENTATION

\
r-,' Suphort Services play an integral r.)artrin helping to reduce or eliminate artificial barriers to employment for disadvantagedyouth. Prbviding support services to management may bean important variable in breaking resistance to hiring individuals who maylack a consisteAt work record, credentjals expected by an employer, or who May have a previous police. record. Support-services

to management may include the development of seminars for first-line supervisors ta familiarize them with the probleMs of the 'disadvantaged; advising them on training programs that are adaptable to the disadvantaged whicki will provide a period of acclimationwithout their taking the standard employment test; and assisting prospective employers in redesigning jobs.

Partfcularly in entry level positions, employers should be encouraged to look at the skills the disadvantaged can demonstrate for
the job as opposed to test scores. The following illustration i an example of a way an employer can evaluafe a disadvantaged person'sskills without a test score:

\
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FUNCTIONAL DEMONSTRATION FOR SELECTED JOB CATEGORIES

0?,:UPATION RELATED SUBJECT FUNCTIONAL DEMONSTRATION
-

,

Mechanic

,

. .

,Fractions

Decimals

-
demonstrates the use of tools which have
dkfferent fractional sizes

demonstrates gapping spark plugs; identifies
various tire sizes;perhauls and rebores ,

engines

Landscaper

,

Geometry .

F ractions
,

demonstrates rna?kin off plots; determines
plant placement and a as. .

demonstrates pruning trees and computes
fractional measureMents

Beverage
Distributor

..

,

Weights and
measures

.

Percentar

identifies volume and shapes of containers

determines profit; identifies percent of,

alcoholic content; identifies area of sales
distribution . .,

,
.

Farmer ProbleM solving

Percentages

Ratiosand
Proportion

Stock

. .....
determines the amount of seed and
fertilizer needed

determines profit and r
.

oss
,..

dilutes certain herbicides and insecticide's

determines the arnount of food consumed;
computes the cost of cattle raising

9

s
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.

In order to make an impact on traditional forms of employment, revisions in civfl service rules and regulations ?hay have to
occur. This may require the mobilization of public opinion 'and resources to overcome resistance to change. Frequently, this is
a political problern where some form of influence must be exerted to change policy.

, .

. Support service staff can play an invaluable pole in providing disadvantaged students With the opportunity tO participate in
4sithulated interview situations. Staff can ask studerfts those questions mostifrequentlii problematit in interviews. Students with
specific problems can be videotaped so that they can readily observe their strengths and weaknesses. .

I.
e
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OBJECTIVE:

To explore the existence and potential growth of job
placement activities
To.'examine current labor market trends to determine
programs, problems, and outlook of training and
placement needs

ACTIVITY: Use labor market information to conduct a thorough study
.of available programs for trainingastudents.

PROCEDURE:
Survey school systems; state, city, and private facilities
Survey local industries regarding training programs and job
placement activities
Solicit information from businesses with respect to current
training and employment needs
Identify special conditions, problem's, and projections of .

job placement needs

HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:'

Schools and agencies are contacted by telephone for the
purpose'of identifying personnel who should complete the
survey. A survey is sent ahead of time to participants along
with 0 letter or phone call expliining the sludy. Follow-up

r phone calls or visits can be made to gather more detail& -
04

. IkrFORINATION SOURFE:

Reference sources for executing this prlictice should include
vocational education.and special educationsdeprtmentS
of the public,school system
the state Division of Vocational Rehabilitation

, state emploYment.services
' Chambet of Canmerce

PERSONNEL:

Personnel include a coordinator and a clerical person. Input
from information sources is essential for personnel to conduct
the activity.

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

The potential benefit of conducting this kind of study would
be to become acquainted with existing training and job
placement activities and to identify business and community
riteds. The results couldbe used to coordinate and improve
current programs and to develoR new programs.

CONCERNS OF CONDUcTING ACTIVITY:

Adrrinistrators may be reluctant to state conditiOns relating
to the success (or lack of success) in their programs. It may
also be difficult to obtain complete surveys from everyone.

SOLUTION.:

Individual, personal contact might help to answer questions
or problems with the survby and might help .to obtain further
details.
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IMPLEMENYATION

Conducting a thorough study of available programs for training students for the labor market should lead to more productive
ob placement endeavors. It would benefit vocational education coordinators to survey as many programs similar to theirs as
possible. Adhpting successful parts of training programs to individual needs could give disadvantaged students increased employment
opportunities. The form below is one which might be modified and mailed to vocational education directors to gather information
on their particular programs.

Name of Program
o

Skill AreasOffered:
,

Address

Community Setting Career Exploration Activities:

Organizational structure:

Staff titles and duties

*11,

Job Placement Services, e.g., job himting

e4

Counseling Services:
Staff composition

Facilities:gtudents:

'Number
Age Range

Age ConditionComposition -

Equipment:
f

Prpgrarn Completion Rate:.

Age Condition
V.

115
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ACTIVITY: Conduct a thorough study of existing school and community conditions
and facilities as they relate to job placement activities.

OBJECTIVE:

To identify the placement opportunities of students who
have completed the curriculum or who are involved.in
on-the-job training

PROCEDURE:

The advisory council works with business groups and
administrative and curriculum persons to match job
preparation programs with job oi5portunities.

HONneTIVITY CONDUCTED: ^v.

The study should be an ongoing activity in which constant
contact is maintained with employment agenciers and
business to compile a list of available jobs.

ar,

INFORMATION SOURCE:

The school curriculum department, the advisory council,
the Chamber of Commerce, the business people's council,
public agencies such as the community employment service,
and non-publeagencies such as the Urban League and
private employment services ate information sources.

PERSONNEL:

The personnel conducting this activity are administrative
staff and the advisory council.

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

tBy stud- ing conLions and facilities for job placement and
the avail bility of jobs, continuous placementof graduates
and students involved in on-the-job training should occur.

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:

It takes clerical and telephone efforts and footwork to
maintain a current index of employment opportunitieelt
also takes planning to keep abreast of new techniques in
curriculum and instruction.

"SOLUTIONS:

In order tamaintain a current list of employment oppor-
tunities, updating of the list should take place at.regular

. intervals. Investigating new techniques in curriculum.and
instruction should be an ongoing activity as well.
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IMPLEMENTATION
%IV

By studying school and community conditionssnd facilities as they relate to job placeMent activities, vociational educators
will become familiar with the work environment which disadvantaged students will enter. This kind of study should Iiive vocational
educatOrs a' substantive basis on which to expand drid improve curriculum and career opportunities for disadvantaged youth. The
following questions should serve as guidelines fOr studying school and community conditions anti facilities:

1

1

Questions Posed to Determine School and Community
Conditions and Facilities as They Relate to

JOB PLACEMENT

1. Is the placemept<facility accessible to disadvatitaged students?

2: Is the facility acc tibfe to local employers?

3. Does a coopei-afiv#tplationship exist between placement personnel and community
employers?

4. Are job openings posted conspicuously in the placement facility?

5. Are local employment trends expmined to project future job opportunities for
disadvantaged youth?

6. Is thim an ongoing effort to identify employers receptive to hiring disadvantaged-students?

7. Are arrangements made to give disadvantaged students exposure to the world of work
prior to their placement?

60
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ACTIVITY: Provide counseling to give the disadvantaNd student
a realistic view of the Work environment.

OBJECTIVE:

To assist the student in securing and keeping a job by
providing simulated and rear-life experiences

PROCEDURE :

Develop a counseling program to teach students employ-,
ability skills:

Complete job applications
Prepare necessary paperwork
Interact with others in a work atmosphere
Plan experiences of interpersonal relationships
encountered in the world of work

HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:

this counseling activity should be scheduled as part of the
school program. Employability skills Could be developed
through the use of individualized modules. One-to-one or
graup sessions could be formed. Group sessions could
inClude meetings with individuals from-potential work
environment. Students could be allowed to do some on-site

INFORM'ATION SOURCE:

Advisory committee constituted of representatives from
business and labor
Business forms.(job applications, sample tests, etc.)
Labor information (data op union organization, benefits,
etc.),
GOvernment forms (tax forms, social security,'etc.)
Retired volunteers acting as resource mentors
Occupational information System
Occupation4 Outlook Handbook

PERSONNEL:

Personnel neededJor activity include
job counselors
outreach workers
community resource volunteers

The activity can be conducted by persons with minimal
vocational backgrounds. Personnel should have some group
counseling skills and familiarity with work situations.

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

Students would face fewer problems upon entering woik
Students would be aware of potential employer and
employee expectations
Students would be aware of the benefit of work and
employment possibilities

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:
Scheduling resource persons
Insufficient opportunity for site 4isits
Identifying resource volunteers to participate in the project
Providing school personnel, time, and funds

SQLUTIONS: .

'Plan scheduling in advance
Exchange class periods for site visits
Publicize need for resource volunteers
Inform school adrninistration of importance of such
counseling _
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IMPLEMENTATION

Counseling the disadvantaged to provide a realistfc view of the work environment includes

enhancing the stude2es self-image by developing Rersonal and social skills; and
explaining employer expectations of the employee's behavior.

TO- tackle the world of work, the disadvantaged must have self-confidence. Equipping them with the personal and social traits
that potential employers seek will make the individual more salable.to the, working world. Vocational education teachers or
counselors could teach disadvantaged students abou't grOoming, nutrition, and effective writing and verbal skills. These topics could
be covered in the regular turriculum ,er apart from it, either in groups or in one-to-one sessions. Any number of instructional aids
might be used to convey personal and.)social traits that lead to success in the world of work. These aids include role playing,-films,
filmstrips, video/audio cassettes, and individualized program modules.

Vocational education teachers and counselors can use vaAous techniques to inform disadvantaged students about employers'
exiiectations. One technique might be to have local employers, personnel managers, and supervisors talk to the students about what
a supervisor expects in terms of behavior. Retired volunteers could also talk to disadvantaged students about the same topic.
Vocational education personnel could help students to practice the kind of behavior that will be expected of them when they ,
eventually secure full-time employment. The importance of punctuality, reliability, cooperativeness, and job responsibilities shotikl ,
be stressed. These topics should be reiterated (at every opportunity) throughout vocational education training. V-

The more efforts made by vocational education personnel to give disadvantaged students a realistic view of the world of
work, the better prepared students will be for that world. Strengthening student? self-confidence while teaching productive'
behavior should help them secure and keep a job.

4
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ACTIVITY: Provide support services for disadwantaged students in interview situations.

OBJECTIVE:

To assist students in making a successful transition from
school to the world of work by helping them to achieve
personal and career goals and removing obstacles to
employment ,

PROCEDURE:

Provide students with the opportUnity to first simulate
interview situations within the school environment
Practice interview could be arranged with the employer
for students who have special difficulty
Personnel from the school system could acCompany the
student to the interview site, if necessary

HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:

Time would have to be allocated during the school period to
focus on personal development. The interviewer should
provide immediate feedback on the student's performance.

INFORMATION SOURCE:

School personnel may record information about the student's,
performance during the mock interview. A student's per-
formarrce'rating should reflect that student's strengths and
weaknesses. '

PERSONNEL:

Personnel could include a counselor or preferably an
outreach worker with employment and interviewing experience
as well as experience in working with disadvantaged students.'
Vocational classroom teachers could critique the student's
actual work performance to provide helpful data to the .

interviewing personnel.

.63

EXPECTEID OUTCOME:

Data could be obtained from those studers who have
successfully completed an interview andihared with those
who did not. This feedback could assist those students in
better preparing themselves for succeeding interviews.

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:

Some considerations of conducting this practice would be
the negative reactions of students to the feedback they
receive ahd. their ability to use'this information in a positive
manner. Additionally, personnel scheduling problems may
interfere with all students being alAe to participate.

SOLUTIONS:

Outreach workeriwithin the selool could help students on
an individual basis similar to peer counseling. The counselor
could schedule individual sessions with those students hsying
difficulty.



IMPLEMENTATION

An invaluable aid to teaching interview skills to the disadvantaged is to involve theM in simulated interview situations. By
having students undergo the interview experience, they will learn what td expect from intenkiewers and what interviewers expect
from them. Video cassettes and closed.circuit television, in particular, can help students see the irnages they project to others.
The vacational educatiori irioructor and classmates can critique,a student's performance in a simulated interview situation. Having
students participate in a mock interviaw should help them improve their interview skills and give them more confidence when the
real circumstance arises. The following is a dialogue that a vocational education instructor might implement to.guide a simulated
ipterview:

Personnel Manager:

Mr. Jones:

Personnel Manager:

. Mr. Jones:

Welcome, Mr. Jones. i'lase sit down.

Thank you, Mr. Smith.

hi reviewing your resume, I see you have just completed a
twelve-week business education course at the Browne County
Vocational Education Center. The resume states that you
type 55 words per minute and take shorthand at 100 words
per minute.

a, That's correct, Mr. Smith. My business education course also
taught me about office procedures, office machines, and
telephone etiquette.

Personnel Manager: Our company presentlY has a clerical position open that ...

1; 7
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ACTIVITY: Identify cooperetive education and work/studylobs as well as career exploration
and preparedness opportunities within the community for the disadvantaged studeot.

PERSONNEL,:

The minimum number of personnel needed is six
one teacher-recorder for eaclii program area, three to seven
advisory Committee members for each program, area, one job
placement or project coordinator, and one project secretary.

OBJECTIVE:

To establish community linkages which include employer
(sponsor), potential job sites, and advisory council members

'PROCEDURE,:

obtain a list of bUsinesses and industries from the Tax
Office, Chamber of Commerce, and Telephone Company
Establish cross-reference lists for new and discontinued ,

businesses and industries, products, and personnel
Form advisory committees for various programs

HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:

The,practice could be implemented in a two- to four-month
period by means of a staff team effort and the advisorY
committee's activity. These committees then determine the
employment picture and strategies for placement. .

INFORMATION SOURCE:

The following sources can provide information leading to
employment opportunities:

Chamber of Commerce
Tax Office
Telephone Company
Advisory council and committees
Employment Secutity Commission
Job Service
Local Labor Department's'Oublished data

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

The results of implementing this practice should be a liskf
jobs andtareer oppoetunities for disadvantaged youth, a
number of employer sponsors forcooperittive programs,
improved placement of students and graduates; and enhanced
public.relations between vocational educators and community.

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:

Some of the obStacles which may hinder the implementation
of this bctivity are

difficulties with findihg time and personnel
"selling" the project to staff
gaining support of LEAs, community agencies, and
advisory committees
carrying out follow-through activities

SOLUTIONS:

the need of the practice must be made clear to the staff so
that it (the staff) can reach a consensus on the definition of
the problems and possible solutions. The same should be done
for and by the LEA board's staffs, community agencies, and
advisory council. Good public relations efforts ought to be
established with the comlnunity.

.12Q
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IMPLEMENTATION

With the cooperative effort of the advisory committee, the job placement coordinator, and possibly the instructors representing
vocational education program areas,.a list of businesses.related to the vocational edudation program's fields of training can be

/ formulated. The job placement coordinator,or advisory council member should contact employers to.elicit their commitment to
providing training sites for disadvantaged students.

On-the-job training schedules can be set up in a variety of ways. Mornings cQuld be designated for classroom-type instcuction
and afternoons for on-the:job training. This schedule might even be reversed. Another possibility is alternating days or weeks. One day
(or week) could be spent in classroom training, and the next day (or week) in work site training. Another option, if the vocational
education program were academically structured; might be to.divide a fifteen-week setriester as such: three weeks for in-class
preparation, ten weeks for on-the-job training, ancNwo weeks for in-class review. Various arrangementscan be made to give disadvan-,
taged students real-life job experiences.

Personnel planning on-the-job training should make this facet of the vocational education program as relevant to the disadvantaged
student's needs and interesti as possible. The better matched students' classroom training is with their bn-the-job training, the better
prepared they will be for full-time employment. Also, if a Student is well-matched with an employclr in this preplacement activity,
it may promote further employer involvement with disadvantaged itudentsancLwith.the student's vocational educational program.
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ACTIVITY: Make arrangements for disadvantaged students to visit offices,
plants, community agencies, and other organizations to learn about
the world of work and the kinds of jobs in which people are engaged.

OBJECTIVE:

lb familiarize students with the work environment
To learn how people act, dress, and conduct themselves in
work situations

PROCEDURE:

Students "shadow" individuals who work in various
occupations
Students expite, through filmstrips and-video tapes, the
lifestyles of pebple employed in various occupations

HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:

Vocational education staff should meet with community
groups; clubs, and organizations to discuss the possibility of
having students visit tem. More importantly, staff should
investigate the possibility Of having students "shadow"
employees in organizations. The activity should include
showing video tapes and filmstrips to further illustrate the
lifestyles of persons involved in various Occupations.

INFORMATION SOURCE:

Information sources should include
Occupational Information Centers
cai-eer guides
Chamber of Commerce
fraternal organizations which are youth-oriented
business grouprsuch aft LiOns or. Rotary Club

PERSONNEL: ,

This activity should be conducted by
instructors who teach in the corresponding technical
subjec ts
outreach workers and counselors
administrative personnel (to make initial contacts)
other staff to follow up the contacts

EXPECTED OUTbOME:
a.

It is anticipated that students Will have a clearer picore of
the aspects ola particular job. Prospective employek will
have.a better idea of what to expect from these students in
terms of their strengths and shortcomings.

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:

One difficulty in conducting the activity is finding a
convenient time for students and employers to mept to
arrange for "shadowing." Another, problerp.is supervising.,
the students when they are transported, to and from the
business sites.

SOLUTIONS:

Visits should be carefully planned and cleared with the
administration, the advisory committees, and student 4..

leaders. to .ensure confirmation.Of and 'support for this
activity.
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IMPLEMENTATION

Monday,
November 5

Tuesday,
November 6

Wednesday,
November 7

Tentative Plan for Visit to Seaworthy Shipping Company

Joseph Walker, Instructor

1. Confirm visit of six studentwith personnetmanager.

2. Show filmstrip ory"Shipbuilding: Career for the Valiant". Follow by discussion on
a. job roles in shipbuilding
b. skill levels for various positions
c. work conditions

1 outdoors
2 job assignments andischedules
3 equipment used
4 staff organization':

d. expected behavior on visit

3. 8:30 am Assemble students and reiterate expected behavior..
9:00 am Arrive at Seaworthy Shipping Company. Have-personnel manager talk

about the company to students.
9:45 am Tour facilities and grounds.

1200 .Lunch
1:00 pm Divide students according to prearranged assignments. Have each student

"shadow" one company employee. Have students take notes on what
they observe.

4:15 pm Regroup students and return to vocational education center.

The above is one type of plan a vocational education instructor could use to expose students to tfie world of work. No
experierice can better show a person what it is like to work in a certain occupation than seeing the job firsthand, Visits to businessei
might be arranged early in the studentsc.programs to give them a concrete idea of-the kinds of work which they might be doing
later.
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ACTIVITY: Work with advisory committees in planning
and implementing placement services.

OBJECTIVE:

To establish a vocational education seryice advisory committee
which should assist the chief educational officer in designing,
implementing, and assessing career and vocational education
programs

PROCEDURE:

Advisory committee establishes a set of goals, operating
4)

Practitioners submit recommendations for placement service
needs to advisory committee
Advisory committee implements a program to meet the
practitioners' placement needs
Practitioners prbvide feedback on program results

procedures, and interagency agreements

HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:

The advisory committee would meet regularly with practitioners
to review the status of placement seniices. The advisory com-
mittee would update basic blans, provide advice in implementing
a schedule, and generate support from business, labor, and
government participants. Practitioners would provide the
advisory committee with periodic reports on placement service
activities and carry out the recommendations of the advisory
committee.

INFORMATION SOURCE:

The National Advisory Committee on Vocational Education
Industry-labor councils
State vocational education councils
Area Manpower Planning councils
Private industry councils

PERSONNEL:

Vocational educators
Chief educational officials
Business, labor, government, and community members
Advisory committee members

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

Any effective advisory committee would provide non-
educational views Ad perspectives to placement service
programs. These "balanced" views should result in more
effective programs which could better prepare disadvantaged
students to enter the work force.

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:

Advisory committees tend to become entangled in procedural
matters. Many advisory committees tend to reflect a single
idea approach, and lack "clout." Individuals with
leadership ability may be reluctant to serve on advisory
committees.

SOLUTIONS:

Advisory cOmmittees should be given specific decision-
making authority.
The chief education officer should personally ask key
business, labor, government, and community leaders to
serve on the advisory committee.
The chief education officer should inform advisory
committeemembers of the functions of the committee
and then enlist their assistance in developing a workable .
but substantive reporting procedure.
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IMPLEMENTATION

Advisory Committees and Job Placement

An advisory committee can make a positiveOntribution to job placement activities. It may consist of business, labor, and
government representatives. More specifically, Ambers could bp personnel specialists in industry, job placement specialists,
or former recipients of job placement services. TtieV should be thdividuals who are willing.to serve actively on the committee and
Who are respected by other committee members.

The advisory committee's roleitob placement shot;Id be that of go-between, drawing the vocational education program and
the community closer to provide job opportunities for disadvantaged students. Its main duties would be to scout out jobs for youth
by making employers aware of the job placement services of the vocational education program. The committee might survey the
needs of local employers to improve the employment opportunities for the youth. After sighting these needs, the committee could

'make recommendations (to vocational education personnel) for bettering the vocational education program in readying students
for the job market. The committee might also assume the responsibility for preparing employers to receive and deal with disadvantaged
individuals.

Advisory committee input should be useful because members will be knowledgeable about the world of work. TO:, be effectiVe,
it should be comprised of five to seven members with at least a chair, vice chair, and secretary. The committee should meet at least
twice a year and follow a prestkiimenda and regular order of business. As the entity that broadens the vocational education program's
base of support, its work should be noted and its advice heeded.

A.4
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ACTIVITY: As job placement officer, serve as a resource person to
the vocational guidance counseling staff.

OBJECTIVE:

To provide counseling staff-with details of the training
progress of each student
To alert staff to the difficulties each student may be
encountering in learning
To be aware of the extent of each student's acquisition
of skills or competencies

PROCEDURE:

Schedule frequent meetings to review student
progress

ft.. Interact with the counseling staff as needs arise to
provide necessary student data
Provide a profile on the personality and training of the
individual student
Refer to the student prof* to facilitate placement

;
HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:

To conduct the activity, meetings are scheduled, communi-
cation with the counseling staff is developed, and progress and
problems of each student are discussed.

INFORMATION SOURCE:

The student profile and student personal record are sources
of information.

PERSONNEL:

Counseling staff and instructors can coordinate this activity.

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

Expected outcomes of the practice would be better instructor/
counselor interaction and rapport, better identification and /
definition of problems of students, and better-coordinated .

decision-Making about how best to help the student to succeed.

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:

The main problem of serving as a resource to the counseling
staff is finding the time to monitor students' progress and to
develop a profile for each one.

SOLUTIONS:

A concise and easy-to-use system for formal and anecdotal
recordkeeping should be devised.
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IMPLEMENTATION

In order to help the disadvantaged find workrelated training, it is imperative to know as much about each student as possible.From the outset of the student's vocational education program,-periodic and pertinent records on him/her should be maintained.
Relevant informal communication with the student (about character, work habits, interests) should be recorded, too. The followingis one example of a "student profile" that can be modified as desired:

STUDENT PROFILE-

Name Starting Date
AgeSocial Security Number

.Program Area , àounselor

,

Career Goals:
Career Alternatives

Job Preparedness:
Skills Accomplished
Level of Performance
Skills to be Learned

Work Habits:
Punctuality
Cooperativeness
Ability to Follow Directions

Character:
Attitude toward Work
Willingness to Increase Job Knowledge
Appearance
Other

Health:
General State
Problems

Informal Interaction:
,.

'COMMENTS

September
1st 15th

October
1st 15th

November
1st 15th

December
1st 15th

I

i

i

I

i

i

1

,

i

I

t

I

i

t
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ACTIVITY: Identify potential employers.and involve them in school activities.

OBJECTIVE:

To assist vocational personnel to identify the necessary
skills for entry level jobs in the community
To establish rapport with industries and businesses to
secure their support and understanding of the needs of
disadvantaged students

PROCEDURE:

Develop questionnaire to identify industries and businesses
receptive to a cooperative work experience program for
disadvantaged students.
Develop potential employers from list
Analyze potential jobs to arrange vocational education
plans for disadvantaged students ,

Form an advisory committee comprised of school personnel,
parents, and employers to exchange ideas on employment
trends, curriculum, ef.,

HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:

Questionnaires should be mailed to businesses and industries
in the summer or early fall.

INFORMATION SOURCE:

Potential information sources should include
Chamber of Commerce
state Employment Division

PERSONNEL:

Primary personnel include
vocational education instructors
job counselors
special needs vocational coordinator

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

The two expected outcomes would be the development of a

procedure for identifying potential employers and the
utilization of job analysis data to devise a realistic vocational
curriculum for disadvantaged students.

PROBLEMS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:

Vocational education instructors may not have time to visit
potential employers or to conduct job analyses in the
community.

SOLUTIONS:

If school,time does not permit the vocational education
instructor to conduct employer visits and job analyses, then
these duties should be astigned to the special needs.coordinator
or another vocational education staff member.
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IMPLEMENTATION

Employers can be an asset to the Vocational Education
program for disadvantaged students. Their presence early in the
students' prOgram can be a-symbol of the world to come the
world of work. EmploVers can share in various student
activities.

An individual employer could act as a consultant to a
particular skills area. This person might talk to students aboutrwork settings, assign ents, and relationships. The individual
could give advice to tudents on how to improve job perform-
ance and succeed at/human relations. An employer could act
as a faciptator in thfe interyiew practice situation. He/she could
play the role of the interviewer with the students and offer
constructive criticism on the students' responses.

-,ET*

Employers could also participate in orientation, awards
ceremonies, and graduation. They could be the dispensers of
special recognitions (as they will be in the world of work) at'
special events. During these occasions, employers could give
students "pep" talks, urging them to stick with their program
and aim for Ion term, full-time employment.

In gaining mployer involvement, vocational education
personnel might encourage the employers to increase their,
support by providing on-the-job training sites and positions
for permanent employment. An activity whereby employers
and students could become acquainted might be a student-
hosted Open tiouse. Both students and ewployers should be
given tokens of appreciation for their parficipation. A
structured schedule for an Open House might resemble the
suggested one on this page.

OPEN HOUSE SCHEDULE

7:30 p.m. Diktor af Vocational Education welcomes
employers and explains program.

7:50 p.m. One to three students introduce themselves
to an assigned eiliployer and act as his/her
hosts.

8:00 p.m: Student hosts guide the employers on a
tour of the facility.

8:30 p.m. The small groups meet to talk of their .

ti-aining programs and career goals with
the guest employers.

9:00 p.m. lrfstructors meet with employers. Curricu-
lum, teaching strategies, and job develop;
ment and placement activities are discussed.

9:20 p.m. Students and employers are divided into
large groups of seven to ten students and
two or three employers. The employers
talk to the students about their businesses
to give the students a picture of the diversity
of businesses in the world of work.

10:00 p.m. All students, employers, and instructors
convene for a word of thanks by the
vocational education director.
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DEFINITION OF JOB FOLLOW-UP/FOLLOW-THROUGH

44;
"Follow-up is a method (typically via surveys) of obtaining data on the current status of students. It usually focuses on

drop-outs or graduates, but can also include others. Follow-up data provide quantitative and qualitative evaluative information formaking program modification decisions ..:3he term follow-up is also used to describe individual short-term job and educatio
placement progress checks on students who have recently been placed. The purpose of this type of follow-up is to ascertain the
placement progress of a student ..." 13

"Follow-through is defined as,the application of follow-up information to current school programs:Effective follow-this more than just thinking about what should be done, it is doing it. It is an actioivehich should result in improved benefits t
for example, better placement, more relevant education, improved employability &ills , and more self-reliance in the labo

ugh
students,
market. 14

Follow-up and follow-through should not be viewed as separate events; they should be treked as integral parts of the placement
program.,A model of this program was presented by Loree.15

Follow-Up/
Follow-Through

Placement

Information

Individualization

Exploration

This model reflects a continuum of activities all related to the Ultimate goal of helping individuals to secure placement commensuratewith their interests, abilities, and desiMs.

Additionally, Dale has developed an outline of procedural follow-up activities:

follow-up techniques _ sampling approaChes data analysis utilization of findings.16

13 Building Comprehensive Career Guidance Programs for Secondary Schools,-0 Handbook of Programs, Practices, And Models (Ohio State University, National CenterResearch in Vocational Education, 1978), pp. 107-108.
14

Ibid., %). 108.

15
Ray M. Loupe, Determination of the Most Effective Procedures for Implementation of\School Wide Junior High School Career Exploratory Experiences and For thePlacement and Follow-up of all Existing Students K-14, Evaluation Report (Montgomery, Ala.: 1975), p. 14.

for

16
J.R. Dale, "Follow-up and Follow-throughThe Data Base, The Change Base." In Placement and Follow-up, edited by Samuel Shipper and Raymond A. Wasil (Lexington,Mass.: Xerox Individualized Publishing, 1977), pp. 107-116.
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Finally, Ferman has suggested that follow-up and follow-through activities have three functions.

1. Follow-up and follow-through activitiw provide "social bookkeeping functions."

What happened to the client once he/she reached the job?
What was his/her work experience?

What problems in the work situation were'not anticipated in the vocational education program?
6

2. Follow-up and follow- through activities should provide continuous information on additional services the
individual might need.

3. Follow-up/follow-through activities should provide feedback of success/failure information and analysis
to those individuals involved with student placement needs.17
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ACTIVITY: Contact former students on a systematic basis to identify their needs for assistance.

OBJECTIVE:

To initiate contact with as many students as possible to
determine shortcomings in the instructional program or
counseling support system

PROCEDURE:

A follow-up referral form with demographic data should be
filled out by students when they leave the program.
Once this information is compiled on all former students,
a suniey should be conducted to determine their needs for
further assistance as well as the overall effectiveness of the
program in meeting those needs.

HOW ACTIVITY CON UCTED:
Written surveys sh Id beVent to the homes of all
participating students
They should be followed with a second attempt in
approximately one month to non-respondents
Follow-up phone calls should then be made to those who
still have not responded
In cases where these two methods are unsuccessful,
subsequent peesonal visits should be made to the homes
of the individuals or to friends or relatives who would
know the students whereabouts

(

INFORMATION SOURCE:

Demogriphic data forms should contain all the necessary
information for an adequate follow-up survey on the former
students. The survey should solicit all needed data for
decision-makers.

PERSONNEL:

The employment counselor, school counselor, instructional
staff, outreach workers, andpeers familiar with students
could take part in contadting-kriner students.

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

The outcome would be a comprehensive evailtration of former
students' needs for assistance. A secondarwoutcome would
be to use the recommendations of formerrstudents to improve
the vocational education program.

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:

It may be a problem to locate formei students, making
the percentage of return on surveys low. Additionally, staff 4
time would have to be allocated for conducting personal
interviews.

SOLUTIONS:

Information on former students should be updated periodically.
This could be done .by the outreach worker within the school.
Friends of former students, or relatiVes, could provide the
information. Students ought to be informed that they will be
contacted later at the time they fill mit the-follow-up referral
form. Time dur:ing the school schedule should be provided for
support services personnel to conduct visits to either the work
environment or home setting of former students.

4
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IMPLEMENTATION

A card or letter to students formerly enrolled in vocational education programs should be sent prior to mailing the follow-up
instrument. This communication should alert graduates to expect an important questionnaire that they are urged to
complete and return within one week. The following mailings could be issued at one-week intervals:

First mailing

Second mailing
Third mailing -

Mail the follow-up instrument, the cover letter, and the
self-addressed, stamped return envelope.
Mail the first thank you letter and a reminder card to nonrespondents.
Mail the second follow-up instrument, the second cover
letter, and a self-addressed, stamped envelope.

Fourth mailing - Mail the second thank you letter and a reminder card to nonrespondents.

SUGG ESTIONS

Here are some helpful suggestions for increasing the rate of return on questionnaires:

1. Advise students prior to graduation of the purpose of the follow-up and the kinds of information they will
be expected to provide.

2. Use short and uncbmplicated instruments, asking only necessary and relevant questions.
3. Provide prepaid return envelopes.
4. Avoid asking personal questions.
5. Place difficult questions last.
6. Offer to mail out the address listand a few words about classmates to all who respond.
7. Send some type of publicity, a school article or a newlitaper announcement, about the study along with

the questionnaire. .
8. Use colored paper or an unusual design to attract student attention.
9. Use a personalized cover letter signed by a former teacher or counselor or other staff member with whom

the student is familiar.
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Data cards on all students enrolled in vocational education programs should beinaintained in a centralfile..A computerized
card system could contain the following information:

COMPUTER iNFORMATION DATA CARD
4

ALL INFORMATION IS CONFIDENTIAL

School

Name Phone

Grade

Please Print

Address City State Zip

Sex Race Height Weight Age

Date of Birth Social Security Number

Vocational program enrolled in (circle):

OWE, CETA, 10E, DE, COE; 4 t1,01.1T, DCT, Other
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ACTIVITY: Conduct initial interview with placed students
within a few days after referral.

. OBJECTIVE:

To determine the number of students placed in jobs related
to their education and training
To assess the job experience itself and at the same time to
update demographic data on these students for future
reference

PROCEDURE: rt,

Interviews shoutekbe conducted at the job placement site
Interviews shouldblso be conducted with the students'
immediate supervisors where possible
In those instances where students cannot be contacted on
the job, arrangements should be inade for ome visits

HOW,VTIVIYY CONDUCTED:
The initial interview should occur approximarly five days
after the student is placed.

- INFORMATION SOURCE:

The employing agency as well as the school should have
cumulative data on the student's job performance.

PERS6NNEL:

Individuals needed to.conduct this activity could include
employment coordinator
student support staff

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

Cat

Information would be collected about placements to
deterinine if students are being helped tchrough their job
adjustment period and if there are any obstacles to
performing their jobs successkilly.

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:

The major problem of the initial interview would be the
necessity of interrupting students during the work period. It
might also be a problem to talk to the students' supervisor
during working hours.

SOLUTIONS:

Visiting schedules should correspond with thestudent's break
period. Appointments with the student's work supervisor
should be made during his/her free periods or whenever the
work schedule permits.
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IMPLEMENTATION

Ideally, the best way to solicit information from former students is by means of an informal interview. While former students
who have been on their jobs only a few days may not be thoroughly familiar with their employment sitaation, they may be able
to judge how effectively their vocational education program prepared them for their employment. Informatiorf can be,obtained by
means of an open-ended checklist which would enable the interviewer to collect information categorically while allowing the student
to express spontaneously other concerns. With the permission of the student, the interviewer could use a tape recorder to make a
summary statement of the information collected immediately after the interview..

A suggested checklist could include the following questions:

CHECKLIST OF INTERVIEW INFORMATION

1. What is your present job title?

2. Does your job relate closely to the training You received in school?

3. Did your school training adequately prepare you for your first job?
4. In addition to training, what did your school do to help you find

a job?

5. Did you ask for help in finding a job?

6. Who helped you find a job?

7. Overall, how satisfied.are you with your preient job?

a.
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ACTIVITY: Procure information to assist students
With special placenlent needs.

OBJECTIVE:

To assist students with special placement needs (e.g., handi-
capped, youthflrl offenders, non-traditional career interests)
To provide employment opportunities for them

PROCEDURE:

Establish a mechanism for gathering and disseminating
career/vocational information to students with special
placement needs
Contact information sources periodically and assemble the
data in a vocational resources clearinghouse such as E RIC
and RIVE for reference when needed

HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:

Practitioners work with special consultants in organizi
a data-gathering system and a clearinghouse for informat n
Data should be reviewed and updated on at least a quarterly'
basis to ensure the availability of job/career openings
Placements should be retained in a computer system to
.keep track of job openings and closings

INFORMATION SOURCE:

Information sources should include
state Employment Service
transitional agencies
target group advocacy organizations

PERSONNEL:

The persons involved in this activity should include
vocational education practitioners
special consultants
special group representatives

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

As a result of this practice, information about career/job
openings 'for students with special needs would be timely and
accurate. This should enable practitioners to serve more
effectively youth who normally present special problems or
challenges.

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:

Organizing the data-gathering system and clearinghouse and
periodically updating information may be difficult tasks of
this activity.

SOLUTIONS:

The data-gathering system should tie designed and field tested
by a consultant with an effective track record. Practitioners
should be given special training io they can implement and
maintain the system. 8pecial attention should be given to
updating data and using a computer to retain data.

1196 84
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IMPLEMENTATION

Students with special needs may have multiple problems which prevent them from making a successful transition.into the
work environment without support (services during the follow-up and follow-through period).

Follow up end follow-through services include

. . contacting former disadvantaged students by phone or letter to determine their needs for assistance;

. . providing direct assistance to forTer disadvantaged students whenever feasible.

Follow up and follow:through activities should result in:

. . provision of support and gUidance to former disadvantaged students as they adjust to Itss proiective work environment;
. assistanceito former vocational education students in reaching their personal and career goals. by aiding them in job

placement, continuing education, or training;

improvements in program operations through modifications based on follow-up and .follow-through information.

Follow-up and follow-through activities should include

contacting former disadvantaged students personally, if possible;

s6nding a newsletter of scheduled activities to former students; ,

telephoning former students to arrange conferences;

including persohal notes on program activities when communications or questionnaires ar mailed to former students.
--

Follow-up information to improve programs to meet the special needs of disadvantaged students, ould include
. . . compiling information about Specific program activities for disadvantaged students;

. .. considering the reactions and sUggestions for former students with special needs;

. considering the information in light of program objectives, current disadvantaged students' needs, administrative
requirements, and community resources.

41,
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ACTIVITY: Compile information on the effectiveness of the vocational
education program in preparing students for employment.

OBJECTIVE:

To design and implement an assessment procedure to
measure the effectiveness of the vocational education
program

PROCEDURE:

Practitioners, with the assistance of consultants, implement
a data-gathering system to provide information on the
effectiveness of the vocational educational program
Program asseSsment is conducted on an ongoing basis so
that practitioners will have current data when advising
students on job/career opportunities and preparation
requirements

HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:

Individual vocational education program parts should be
reviewed and assessed annually by consultants aind
practitioners working as review teams. The resuilts of the
assessment process should be channeled to the a0visory
committee(s) and leaders in education who have'the
responsibility for final review and revision. These officials
should also be responsible for approving the basic vocational
education program and its related components. If com-
ponents are ineffective they should be amended or dropped.

INFORMATION SOURCE:

Placement specialists
State Employment Service
Vocational practitioners
CETA prime sponsors

PERSONNEL:

Consultants with assessment/evaluation experience
Practitioners
Advisory committee members
Chief education officers

EXPECTED OUTCOMES:

Data obtained could provide an indication of
the number of students who found employment
the percentage of students whose employment was
related, partially related, or unrelated to their training
strengths and weaknesses of the vocational education
program

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:
The difficulties of implementing this practice are
guaranteeing

an assessment system that is comprehensive and
manageable
annual assessment
follow-up of practitioners and the advisory committee(s) in
reviewing, rev,ising, and amending the program's components

SOLUTIONS: -

Some ways to eliminate difficulties are to
,select quality consultants
design assessment procedure
assess procedure annually
schedule review meetings by the advisory committee(s),
chief education officials, consultants, and practitioners

1 70
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IMPLEMENTATION

Ideally, effectiveness measures are part of the standard student information system data collected via state compliance
instruments. In order for a follow-up system to be considered functional in an educational environment, it must be flexible enough to
allow the cooperating institution the option of choosing the degree of implementation and deciding upon the nature of the follow-up
study to be conducted. This is one of the primary precepts in collection student information. Data from effectiveness measures could
be combined with student data collected for the purposes of conforming to the Uniform Reporting System within each state. The
following categories could be considered in utilizing effectiveness data:

CATEGORICAL CONSIDERATION IN USING EFFECTIVENESS DATA

I. Additional Training Needs

Have you taken any further training after completing the vocational education?

II. Employment Information Needs

Arepyou presently employed, unemployed, or unavailable for employment?

III. Job Information

What was your first job after leaving vocational school? What is your present job?
How many jobs have you had since you completed your program?

IV. Job Advancement

Have you had a formal advancement in job classification (other than salary increases) since taking your
first job after leaving the vocational program?

V. Curriculum

In view of your experience in the job, how do you feel about the training you received in basic job-related
(performance) skills in the vocational program?

In view of your experiences on the job, how do you feel about the job-related general and technical
knowledgfi you gained in your vocational program?

72 87
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CATEGORICAL CO SIDE RATIONS IN USING EFFECTIVENESS DATA (continued)

VI. Facilities.and Equipment

How would you rate the equipment in th'e vo4at!9r1l traiging program?
In comparison to the facilities and equipmenrl
vocational program's equipment and facilities?

VII. Instruction

your rsent job, how would you rate the area.

How would you rate the teaching of instructors in' your vocational education program?

How would yoyale the knowledge of your instructors in your vocational training program?

How would you rate the interest shown by your instructors in your vocational education training program?

How would you rate the extent to which the instructors in your vocational education program were
up-to-date in their fields?

If you could begin again, would you choose the same training program?

VIII. School and Community Services

Who helped you most to secure your first job?

How would you rate thy quality of the services provided by the-vocational program in which you were
enrolled?

How would you rate the quality of the services and facilities provided by the community in which the
vocational school is located?

Excerpted from David J. Puce!, The Minnesota Vocational Follow-up Systent: Rationale and Math-ods (Minneapolis: Univer ofMinnesota, 1973).
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OBJECTIVto

ACTIVITY,: Contact all secondary students who terminate their
education prior to graduation to yet their perceptions
off curricula and progranis in.which they were enrolled.

ar

To establsh a data collection and analysis system to identify
analocate out ofschool youth and to determine their '

reasons for leaving school prior to graduation

POOCEDURE:
-

Prepare a questionnaire
&Ind to students Who do not corriplete their prOrams, ,

.Give questionnaires and sti;rtled envelopes to exiting
students; instruct them to coMplete and return the I,
questionnaire to theschtiol prOmptly so new vocational
options and oppqrtunities can be extended to tneth

. :

HOW ACTIVITY CONDUC-TED:

All students should record their addresses and basic
t Vocational plans when They enter the vocational system. These

records, interviews, and the questionnaire could 'be useful in
contacting and Communicating with studentS;kho'decide to
leave school early. .

4

V

c.

INF ORM NOON .§OURCEr

School records and counseling and guidance staff can provisie
help in identifying and locating out-of-school youth.

4
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PERSONNEL:

Personnel -needed to implement this actiyity include
Votational _counselors or guidance staff
placement personnel (especially datocessing te hers) .

work experienc Coprdinators operating as a team

EXPECTED'OUTCOW:
The two desired outcomes of initiciting.this activity are

recrwiting
"coungeling back",out.of-school youth into recational
education program and utilizing their .feedback to

.

improve Piograms ull*

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY.: I *,

-, When students lbave school, it is very difficutt to locate them..
Slow questionnaire returns,may affect the "couns4ng.bacV
process. Therefore,-this iniormlkort musite obtained &fore
the-student leaveks school.:

N 4r, ,SOLUTIONS:

To solve. the4above problerns,orreCt adbresses of students -
who plan to, leave their schrkbling or work situationjshould be
secured. An honorarium or certificate of rverit could be
Offered to-individuals who complete the questionnaire.

J.
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IMPLEMENTATION I.
Follow up data on forMei students perceptions of their vocational education experience can be an invaluable resource in

program planning..A pre termination instrument should be developed to collect this basic information from participating students',Fdr example, the following instrument .could.,be used and modified according to the needs of the stuitents and the system:

Sample FOrmdt for Pre Termination Follow Up Questionnaire

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

11.
12:
13.
14,.

Name

STANDARD BIOGRAPHICAL DATA

Date
Social Security number

PhonePkirents' Names
Parents' Address
City Slide Zip4
Can you be reached at the above
If no, please provide address and
Address

address and phone number? Yes No
phone_number where you can be reached.

Phone
City State Zip
Please provide the name, address, and phone number of a relative or friend who would know of yoar
whereaboutk
Name'.
Address

,Phone

City StAte Zip
Date of birth

.

month .day year

I.
4

7 8 . '9 0 .

.
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SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE

Since you are leaving a vocational education program, you can help evaluate the jot) the school has done in preparing you for the
.world of work. This questionnaire is very important. In futurq years, we will want to enaintain a contact with you through follow-up
studies, so please be accurate and honest in writing the information requested. This is a chance for you to help improve your school's
vocational education program.

1. In which v ocational educatifth program were you enrolled while in selmol? (check pne)
AAgriculture Health Distributive Education Crher; please specify:

Business & Office Education Home Economics Trade & Industrial

2. How long were you enrolled in the above-mentioned program? Write the number year(s)

3. How Well do you think your vocational education program has pre pared you for a job in that field?
Exceller4 Above Average- Average Below Avera0 Failure

4. Do you plan to continue your formal education?
Yes No Full-time Part-time

5. Have you found employment?

month(s)

Yes Full-time Part-time - Name of Firm Position
Address of Firm

No

If no, are you currently seeking employment?

Yes No Full-time Part-time

If yes, type of position desired

6. Do you Qeed assistance from us in helping you locate employment? - Yes No
7. Which vocational course has been most helpful to you?,

8. Which vocational cburse has been least helpful to you?
. 4

9. WhAlt suggeStions do you have for improving the school:s vocational4icatiori program?

. .

By, keeping the questionnaire short and by providing a simple checklist procedure, students-will probably complete theinstrument.
The most important aspect of this follow-up is keeping standard biographical data on file.

9,1
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ACTIVITY: Prepare instruments and procedures to draw conclusions
about the Objectives of placement and follow up services.

OBJECTIVE:

To determine the extent to which the goals of placement
have been nwt

PROCEDURE:

Prepare two questionnaires:
One for students who participated in the project
One for work site employers

Questionnaires solicit reactions to the quality of the student's
work experience aml the employer's satisfaction with the
student's performance

HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:

Two weeks should be adequate for planning arid designing
two. questionnaires. They should then.be printed and mailed.
One week after receipt, follow-up phone calls should be
made. One week should be devoted to analyzing the responses
and another4hould be spent writing a report.

INFORMATION SOURCE:

The sources of informatiorwre basically feedback from the
students and employers. Those responsible for placement
could also be a source. r'

182

PERSONNEL:

Staff should be responsible for
devising questionnaires
!nailing them
making follow up phone calls

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

Well-designed questionnaires should indicate where placement
was successful and where it failed.

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:

It may be difficult to obtain funds to devise and send sin-V,ey
.instfuments.

SOLUTIONS:

This activity should be a part of the formal budger request.
A coordinator should be designatedlo direct this activity. N

*ay.

,
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IMPLEMENTATION

The following chart of fers guidelines for developing a questionnaire:

Graduate Follow up

Employer Follow-up

Nonreturning
Student Follow-up

May include those students Who have completed the
required sequence of vocational courses in their
program of study and Who have graduated.

May include those individuals who'have hired
vocational education graduates or leavers of the
program in some type of occupational or,technical
area.

May include those students who formally withdrew
from or "discontinued" vocational program.

The chart is intended to serve as a guide in developing questions and questionnaires for use by employers and students in the
following categories.

93



GRADUATE FOLLOW:UP

NONREITURNING
STUDENT
FOLLOW-UP

EMPLOYER FOLLOW-UP

PLACEMENT AND FOLLOW-UP DATA ELEMENTS
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Questionnaires could contain all or some of the above components.
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ACTIVITY: Provide accountability information aboutimprowrments in local
vocational education services to decision-makers, parents. of
_disadvantaged students, and representatives of business and industry.

OBjECTIVE:

to establish a reporting system for decision makers who
require information on the effectiveness of vocational
education services

To build into the reporting system a method of evaluating
the performance of practitioners arrp of determiving their
accountability ,)

PROCEDURE:

Establish criteria for practitioners' performance
Establish a system for periodically reviewing and reporting
performance
Submit performance reports to vocational education
decision-makers
Inform parents and community and business leaders of
practitioners' performance and program effectiveness

HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:.

Internal performance evaluation specialists should help decision-
makers assess practitioners' performance. External education
accountability specialists sholild help evaluate program
effectiveness and make recommendations for changes.

INFORMATION SOURCE:

Advisory committees
Industry-education decision-making committees

PERSONNEL:

Internal performance evaluation specialist's
External education accountability specialists
Vocational education administratgrs.
VocatiOnal practitioners

t-

1 88 95

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

The flow of evaluative data from practitioners to committees,
parents, and employers should help to improve vocational
educattbn services. By ImIding practitioners aCcountable for
input into an information system, programs for disadvantaged
students may improve.

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:
Accountability may be a threatening concept to the
eduCational community. Even if a system is developed, there
is no guarantee that participants will allow it to function.
Feedback from parents of disadvantaged stUdehts is difficult
to get. The business community may be unwilling to take part
in iccountability information with bureaucratic overtones.
Decision-making committees may be reluctant to identify
practitioners who are delivering vocational education services
ineffectively.

SOLUTIONS:

A campaign to emphasize the'importance ofra performance
and program information system must be initiated and "sold"
to the education community
Joint business-labor-parent-community advisory committees
should be eltablished in every school system to review
information on program and personnel effectiveness.
Educational assficiations shOuld be invited to help develop .

and implement this system.' ,44,
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IMPLEMENTATION

As indicated, a "third party" evaluator may be the best means of designing and implementing an accountability sytem for
parents, business, and industry. Often parent input is an underutilized resource of information on program effectivene0 in meeting
vocational education objectives.

The parental perspective on program quality is extremely important. Parental input could include the following: /

Ratings concerning the goals of vocational education

Information received from schools concerning the vocational
education program

Resknsibilities of individuals, agencies,band organizations
in helping to place students in jobs

Importance of job-seeking skills development in helping
student locate and obtain jobs

Difficulties encountered by students in obtaining work
if they leave school prior to graduation

Comparison of skills between vocational students and
non-vocational students

Expectation of job performance for son or daughter enrolled
in vocational education

4
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Similarly, information concetning the interaction among the business/industry communities and vocational education programs
cquld be solicited from thosg businesses and Industries which have had direct and indirect contstt with the vocational education
program. Business and industry input could include the following:

BUSINESS
AND

INDUSTRY

4

0

Frequency of job listings with local vocational
education programs

Frequency of interaction with loc,4I vocational
education

Data concerning former students who are employed
by an agency or organization that would interact

Requests for job information from local vocational
education,programs

Participation in school activities,.eg., career days,'
industry-school exchanges, youth clubs, etc.

The goals of vocational education-programs

,1
Factors in hiring vocational education students
with non-vocational graduates for work in an agency
or organization

Skills of vocational edUCetion student employees

Recommendations

4-
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OBJECTIVE:

ACTIVITY: Determine goals and limitations of the follow-thrkugh
services provided former students enrblled in vocational
education programs.

To determine whether students acquire a job related to
vocational training and remain employed
To determine which students.are not employed
To examine whether and how the program can be of further
service to students who have left it

PROCEDURE:

Begin student file with address of student and two others with
whom the student communicates regularly
Verify addresses at eneof program; Maintain updated file of
employers
Prepare a questionnaire for students to assess the need for
additional Instruction, training, or other support services
Mail six-month stage questionnaire to employers asking them
to assess the student's job performance, personal character,
and chance for advancement
Arrange for students, employers, and program personnel to
analyze and share the resultt of the evaluations

HOW ACTIVITy CONDUCTED:

This activity involv aintaining student and employer files.
It also includes pl ning, implementing, and evaluating student
and employer q estionnaires. Questionnaire results are then
analyzed and distributed.

INFORMATION SOURCE:
.

Information sources are program files on employers; students;
student's relatives, m ntors, and friendi; support service agencies;
volunt r and p d s pport personnel from the community;
prof ional pr ram staff; curriculum.developers and consultants;
and bu iness, s. ernment, industry, and labor leaders.

PERSONNEL:

Vocational training diector
Intake, exit, and outreach counselors
Instructional staff
Job development and placement personnel
Advisory committee members
Former student participants (successful role models)

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

This activity is expected to generate
a means for assessing the program, training, and related
services
a process for coordinating agencies and persons to increase
student chances for Securing and retaining employment in
their field of training
a greater mutual understanding of student and employer
goals and circumstances

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:

Difficulties i9 conducting the activity include
drawing forth sufficient appropriate information from
student surveys
updating student addresses for foirow-up purposes

SOLUTIONS:

Make students aware of the importance of survey, and
provide sufficient directions
Maintain an updated file of student addresses

N./
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IMPLEMENTATION
11"

The following reporting cycle outline adapted from the Alachua County School Board, Gainesville, Florida Career Educ8tion
Center Placement and Follow-up Program can provide a systematic approach to collecting and reporting data concerning the goals and
limitations of the follow-through services as perceived by former students.

SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES FOR ONE
REPORTING CYCLE IN FOLLOW-THROUGH STUDIES

May -June

1.0 Convene committee to work with counselors and
occupational-placement specialists to develop instruments
and to establish responsibilities and procedures.
2.0 Distribute Placement Needs Survey to acquaint seniors
with the overall program to gain their support for follow-up
efforts to come.
3.0 Hold group conferences with seniors to inform th'em of
follow-up procedures and deadlines.
4.0 Develop data processing of key elements of the collection

aand reporting system.

June-August

1.0 Perform cdmmittee work necessary to develop the
follow-up instruments. 114

2.0 Qualify and quantify listings of seniors and early-leavers
for initial follow-up.
3.0 Have all initial instruments operational and printed for
September implementation.
4.0 Establish format for programming of data processing of
placement and follow-up information retrieval system.
5:0 Train occupational-placement specialists and counselors
in proceduret, forms, and on-site systems management.
6.0 Confer with secondary school principals to orient them
to the program and discuss on-site school responsibilities and
modes pf operations.

September

1.0 Implement potential early-leaver identification and
initiate exiting interview data collection; early placement.
2.0 Continueinservice training of all personnel working with
follow-Lip as an ongoing effort.

October

1.0 Begin initial follow-up mailout to students in the world
of work from vocational programs.
2.0 Begin initial follow-up mailout to all those whose
placement station is unknown.

December-January

1.0 Begin initial follow-up mailouts to graduates known to
be in institutions of further education.

February

1.0 Conduct Student Future Plans Survey.'
2.0 Begin initial follow-up mailouts to institutioias of further
education where applicable.

March -April

1.0 Begin Senior Placement Needs Surveys to identify needed
services and begin matching process.

Vd\ 1 96 99
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SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES FOR ONE
4MEPORTING CYCLE IN FOLLOW-THROUGH STUDIES

June- August

1.0 Process data collected in a reporting year.
2.0 Assess and evaluate all program components for revision
prior to recycling.
3.0 Recycle on all standard procedures utilized in a year's
process. .

(End of Reporting Period)

epternber- November

1.0 Analyze d'ata and prepare report to meet January
reporting deadlines.
2.0 Continue standard operating procedures to recycle.*

.(continued)

4101

December

1.0 Submit reports to the local school board and the State
Department of Education as required by state guidelines for
the larget population.

Aro

* The comprehensive organizational moclel is designed to initiate and implement anhongoing prograpt.
Subject to need for emergent modifications and evaluative revision, all basic components should be recycled during each succeedingreporting period.

1 9
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ACTIVITY: Solicit the opinion of former students on the
effectiveness of program activities.

OBJECTIVE:

To solicit information from former students
To ascertain whether services prepared former students
adequately for employment

PROCEDURE:

tonduct a mail survey to former students who,have
completed the program and are prenntly on the job
Follow with a telephone call to those individuals who have
not responded
Follow-up should be made with the employers of these
students to verify student experiences on the job

HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:

Data collection should begin at least six months after students
complete the vocational program. The data collection could
be performed by clerical support staff from the counseling
department and by professional support staff from the job
placement office.

INFORMATION SOURCE:

Information concerning student opinion of program effective-
ness could be compiled and maintained either in the
counseling or school placement office. These data could
then be used by the local U.S. Employment Service and local
industry councils working with the school to place students.

,

.

PERSONNEL:

Personnel needed include counseling staff and clerical support
staff. Other psrsonnel, including the placement officer-41nd
vocational adMinistrators, should be included as necessary.

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

Accurite informagon on program effectiveness and placement
staff activities would be collected for improving program
activities.

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:

Locating students who are typically apathetic and difficult
to contact
Verifying student opinions
Controlling rater bias in return information

SOLUTIONS:

Once they have completed a vocational program, students'
should complete a card with their present address and the
address of someone,who will know their whereabouts
A vocational practitioner team could review student
opinions and control for rater bias

101
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IMPLEMENTATION
The prii:naty objective of this activity is to develop an information system which will be useful and practical. Gathering, editkg,storing, and retrieving information is of prime importance Standard biographical data on ,all students who participated in the voclItional.eduoettion program is illustrated berowj (Note that this is the same.format suggested previously for use as a pre-termination follow-up

,questionnaire.) ..
. 1 ,

,

STANDARD BIOGRAPHICAL DATA

1. Name
2. Social Security Number
3. Parents Names

Date

Phone
4. Parents' Address
5. City State Zip
6. Can you be readied at the above addrestand phOrie number? 0 Yes 0 No
7. If no, please provide address'ànd phone number where you may be reached:
8. Address Phone
9. City State Zip

10. Please provide the name, address, and phone number of a relative or friend who' would
know of your whereabouts.

11. Name Phone
12. Address
13. City. State
14. ate of birth ,

month

Zip

day year

/
Standard biographical data should be collected'and computerized prior to students leaving the educational setting and Updated

on -a one, three, and five year period. .

1.

A sInclard questionnaire relative to the effectiveness of program actiiiities in the opinion of former students could solicit
information regarding what the student is presently dding, program improvement recommendations, most helpful teaching methods,
ancithe type of services provided. A sample questionnaire is provided as follows and is adapted from the Minneapolis Joint Vocational
Schotil follow-up survey instrument.
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FOLLOW-UP SURVEY INSTRUMENT

What type of program were y5ou enrolled in during your last year in public school?
0 general 0 college preparatory 0 co-op 0 vocational (please specify)

How many. years did you attend secondary school (junior high and high school) before completing or I a
the progam?

CI 1 year (1 2 years n 3 years [-14 years 11 5 or more years
What are you doing at,the present time? (Check ALL appropriate items.)

O working full-time (30 hours or more per week)
0 working part-time (fewer than 30 hours perweek)
O unemployed arid looking for work

0 uftemployed and not looking for work

in school (full- or part-time)

full-time homemaker
Ej in military service
El other (specify)

Kind of school program
(Check A LI appropriate items.)

El Area Vocational-Technical School
O Cdmmunity Junior College
O University/Four-Year College
O Private Business/Commercial School
O Military Specialist School

CoMpany Course or School
O Apprentice Related Program
O Correspondence Course
O Other (specify)

If you are working on a part-time or full-time basis, please give a brief description of your duties.

Did you hold a jobwiuring most of your last.year in school?
:0 yesa full-time job (30 hours or.more per week) 0 yesa part-time job (less than 30 hours per week)

How do you feel about your high school educational experience?
liked it very much 0 liked it pretty well 0 neither liked nor disliked it -

CI disliked it more than I liked it 0 disliked it very much
What part of your secondary school eXperience do you feel is most beneficial to you today? (Please
with 1 being the most beneficial and 5 the least beneficial)

0 no

rank these from 1 to 5,

course work (specify particular courses)

clubs and social actiyities (please specify).

sports and athletics (specify)

acquaintances you made

counseling you received that assisted you in making career decisions

204 103
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1
FOLLOW-UP SURVEY INSTRUMENT

I-19w could theschool be changed to improve its program?
(Please indicate your feelings towird each suggestion by plaCing a check in the yes'or no box.)
YES NO
El 0 fewer required coursel and offer more meaningful electives
Li 0 offer more counseling services
U 0 provide more information on jobs and careers

offer more courses (specify)
Ll [I provide more opportunity to participate in extracurricular activities
Li L] allow students the opportunity to know teachers better

,C) L) enforce rules of conduct more striictly
CI PI- offer students more freedom whfie in school
CI , reduce class size

LI provide more opportunities to become involved in co-op programs
n El make students study harder and require more homework
O n offer more specific training for a job (specify)
O `' 0 redude cOst of activities fees and supplies

, 0 .0 offer more a*sistance in finding employMent
,

Which teachinq method sfemed to be the best for you?
Please rate each method:
Avery help& Bhelpful Clittle or no help
A B C

_

leciuees
labs
movies.

01'class or group discussions
slides, filmstrips,, tapes
learning by doing (shops, P.E.)
on-the-job training
study guides or programmed instruction

Please indicate how much the following peoplehelped you in
plaming your future while you were in high school.
Please rate eaohmethod:
Avery helpful Bhelpful Clittle or no help

B C
parents, relatives, and ether adult friends
counselors and deans
occupational specialists
teachers
friends of your own age

11

Please Mkt any additional suggestions you have fbr improving the educational program:
THANK. YOU FAR YOUR COOPERATION.

By using a checklist procedure, data can be analyzed wrth minimal cost of computer or personnel time. Many systems of ,
collecting program information hive alteady,been developed. Therefore, selection of an appropriate instrument merely requi es
surveyinOthe available sourctr.of information.

# ,
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ACTIVITY: Provide feedback on former students to counselors
based on follow-up/follow-through data.

OBJECTIVE:

To obtain follow-up/follow-through data on former students
To synthesize such data for counselors, instructors, and
curricula designers in order to provide information to these
individuals concerning the experiences of disadvantaged

'students

PROCEDURE:

Techniques may include
periodic surveys which require the continuous maintenance
of mailing lists with phone numbers and permanent
addresses
solicitation of counselor assistance in the survey:design
evaluation of students by teachers at the beginning of the
school year
written-evaluation of students by the employers and work-
study cooedinator
monitoring and assessing disadvantaged students' progress
by teachers, guidance counselors, and administrative staff

.HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:
.1

Qounselors are referred to evaluative summaries of students'
class and job performance.

INFORMATION .gOURCV:

The primary information source is the follow-up data "bank"
resulting from carrying out the techniques.

20 105

PERSONNEL:

Appropriate personnel should include
classroom instructors
counselors

- students
students' employers
family
students' friends
work-study coordinhtor

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

Expected outcomevould include
an account of the students' successes and failures
an awareness by the counselors concerning follow-up
results on t,he students
a higher rate of success among disadvantaged students
in school

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING, ACTIVITY:

An appropriate system to eollect, record, and use data
might be difficult to create and implement
Finding time for report writing and data interpreting might
be a concern

SOLUTIONS:

An adeqUate system for follow-up/follow-through migNt be
designed and installed. Time should be provided for trend
detection/analysis, data summarization, writing.

t:41949
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IMPLEMENTATION

The guidance department can-be an integral link between the vocational education department, school and community, school
administrators and faculty, students, parents, and employers. As part of their province, the counseling department could tie engaged
in the following activities:

Guidance and Counseling Staff Functions
To Make Use of Follow-up/Follow-through Data -N

1. Conduct a survey of offices and stores,iri the employment area to obtain,clata which would emphasize the necessity
of supplying capable vocational graduates to fill positions available.

2. Conduct a follow-up study of vocational education graduates to obtain information which would serve as a basis'
for promoting the various vocational education programs in which guidance personnel are involveld.

3. Encourage local businesi personnel to discuss with guidance personnel the important role vocational educatitm
graduates have played in the operation pf their businesses.

4. Learn as much as possible about vocational education programs by analyzing the data collected through the follow-up '
studies and discuss this information with vocational education teaChers.

5. Invite vocatiorral education teachers to staff meetings when vocational education curriculum is discussed.

6. Consult the vocational educatron-departdient when problems arise in counseling a pupil on a program of instruction.

7. Support the vosptional education department in its efforts to improve its program to better serve the school
population and the business community.

8. Counsel eaCh student based on the results of the follow-up/follow-through data so that the individual student
Ipecomes aware of his/her interests, aptitudes, and needs. The individual should be Orovided with the widest range
of opportunitieseducational and opeupational.

Because all students ere encouraged to have an interaction with their coubselor to (a) help them identify and work throughlg
pqrsonal and educational difficulties,.(b) prevent them froin Paving concerns which may affect their educational pursuits, (c) assiA
them in making decisions regarding future jobs and/or education beyond high school, and (d) provide them wit' the skills and
decision-making cappcity to make their educational aqd personal experience satisfying and productive, the guidance, personnel shbuld
play an active rote with vocational students.

106 .2
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ACTIVITY: Provide job satisfaction and wage information to
guidance counselors and teachers for counseling purposes.

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

Expected outcomes would be
increased knowledge by teachers and counselors concerning
financial and non-financial rewards of a variety of jobs
better advice to disadvantaged students because teachers
and counselors are better informed

OBJECTIVE:

To provide guidance counselors and vocational educators
with a means of obtaining infqrmation on the psychological
benefits of specific types of jobs and the financial benefits
of work

PROCEDURE:

Orientation seminars should be organized for educational
personnel with information from business and employer s

representatives
Visits to plants, offices, and factories should be combined
with seminars

HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:

Educational personnel can participate in seminars and onsite
visits at any time of the school year. Ideally, inservice and
preservice seminars would be held for teachers and counselors
to provide information on job satisfaction and wages.

INFORMATION SOURCE:

Information sources are
industry-education councils
Chamber of Commerce
National Alliances of Businesses

. trade and industrial associations

PERSONNEL:

'Participants in this activity are
occupational specialists
career education specialists

". business/industry representatives
teachers
counselors

212

CONCERNS OF'CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:

Difficulties in conducting the activity are
0.P teachers and counselors lacking time or motivation to

participate in the activity
. lack of transportation for on-site visits

SOLUTIONS:

Some ways to relieve the above concerns are
giving stipends (from CETA, ESEA, or other organization)
to teachers and counselors for their participation in the
activity
conducting special sessions during the summer or vacations
to provide teachers and counselors with the information
giving reimbursement4for travel to and from on-site visits
making special travel arrangernents forpn-site visits

.



IMPLEMENTATION

Job Satisfaction and Wage Information

-Job satisfaction and wage information-dataAre an important consideration for teacheriand counselors working with recent
graduates and leavers of vocational programs. This type of information from former students may either be incorporated into an
existing questionnaire or obtained througlj a separate instrument. If using a separate instrument, a postcard format could be used
which contains information asking for job.satisfaction and wage information. Wage irgormation would be concerned with beginning
hourly wage on first full-time employment since leaving a vocational program and present earnings. Job satisfaction items could
include job security, yariety of work tasks, working conditions, facilities and equipment, and safety conditions. For'those students
indicating a high degree of dissatisfaction with the job and low wages, counseling could be used to assist them in either acquiring a
new job or adjusting to.the Present working environment.

Front of card:

School's return address

Pleasant Valley School System
Department of Guidance and Counseling
14350 Ridgeway Road
Simpsonville, Simpson 57698

1
WAGE INFORMATION

Back of card:

Whet was your beginning hourly Wage on your first
full-time job since leaving this vocational program?

Check only one box:
O $1.50 or less per hour
O $1.60 to $1.99 per hour
O $2.00 to $2.49 per hour
O $2.50 to $2.99 per hour
O $3.00 to $3.99 per hour
O $4.00 or more per hour

What is the most you have earned on a full-time
job since leaving this program?

Check only one box:
O $1.50 or lels per hour
O $1.60 ta $1.99 per hour
El $2.00 to $2.49 per hour
O $2.50 to $2.99 per hour
O $3.00 to $3.99 per hour
El $4.00 or more'per hour

A
V

- .

What wages are you presently earning?

- Check only one box:
0 $1.59 pr less per hour

. 0 $1.60 to $1.99 per hour
O $2.00 to $2.49 per hour
O $2.50 to $2.99 per hour
El $3.00 to $3.99 per hour

,O $4.00 or more per hour

O I am unemployed
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IMPLEPIIENTATION (continued)

Front of ciird:

a.

" V

"

Back of card:

a

I'JOB SATISFACTION ,

School's return address

Pleasant Valley School System
Depertment of Guidance and CoUnseling
14350 Ridgeway Road
Simpsopville, Simpson 57698

Considering the characteristics of your present job, rate the degree to which you are satisfied with' each of the following:

1. Salary

6
..., 2. Fringe beneth; ,-,.

3. Potential for advancement

4. Supervision and management :

5. Co-workers

6. Company 15oliciei and praciices . .

_ Sat- Not
isfied Sore

0 0
'0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

Dissat-
isf ied

0
.

-0
0
0
0
0

7. Pace (speed) of work

8. Facilities and equipment
with which tp do the job

9. Wofking conditions

10. Variety of work tasks

11. Job security

12. Safety conditions . i

,
.o..

Sat- Not
isfied Sure

Dissat- .

isfied

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

A codingostem could be used on this type of format to insure anonymity. Anonymity is desired because the information on
job satisfaction and wage information might be read_by the employing staff before it, reaches the voCationel education staff.

-r
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ACTIVITY: Provide information to decision-makers concerning procts
evaluation on training programs (e.g., how graduates rate
their training program and other school facilities, etc.).

OBJECTIVE:

To determine strengths and weaknesses of the job trtining
e, program

To determine the numbers of persons entering jobs for
which they were trained
To determine job retention rates

'PROCEDURE:

Prepare brief and easy-to-uklerstahd items that will solicit
necessary information.

HOW,ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:

Upon termination, students supply their employers' names
and addresses on termination forms
Employers are telephoned to verify participants' employment
The participants' job titles are compared with the vocational
training received
Work sites are visited and participants are interviewed by the
job placement person

INFORMATION SOURCE:
Sources of information include

teachers
employers
parents
friends of participants
partiCipants themselves

PERSONNEL:

Persons who could be involved in implementing this activity
include

vocational teachers
CETA counselors
school board staff
employers .

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

The aim of the activity is to deterMine the success of job
training and placement. This involves determining

if and to what extent participants are occupationally
oriented
if the participants' work is in their field
if the participants are motivated to leave their present jobs
for more challenging ones

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:
It is diAcult to contact all participants because many are
transient. Those who leave the area unexpectedly are
especially Cliffitult, to contact.

SOLUTIONS:

Retain the social security numbers of all participants and use
a computer for retrieval. Urge participants to make their
whereabouts known after relocation, even by collectphone
call.

110
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IMPLEMENIATION

An evaluation' instrument designed to provide information about vocational paining, currently enrolled students, should include

PERFORMANCE

L.

Sample instruments should be'developed which focus on current and former student's' length of training, membership in st ent
'organizations, participation in school/work experience, job placement assistance, goals in the vocational training program, oi ficulties
in job acquisition, and other data as needed.

1 QUESTIONNAIRE COMPONENTS

I. Type of vocational program
II. Length of enrollment

III. Participation in student vocational education organizations

IV. Degree of participation

V. General performance

VI. Part-time and full-time employment while in school
VII. Equipment utilization

VIII. Facilities provided .
IX. Assistance proiided by suPport personnel

bnce a questionnaire has been constructed and once the data have been collect/6d and analyzed, a final process evaluation should
be presented to teachers, counselors, support services staff, local vocational education advisory committee members, placement
specialists, and local principals/administratorsof vocationaleducation programs.

22 0
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ACTIVITY: Involve parents in the follow-up/tolloW-through process.

OBJECTIVE:

To obtain parental understanding and involvement in the
follow-up/follow-through procesi
To familiarize parents With the reasohs for and use of
follow-up/follow-through in curriculum revising, updating,
and improving

PROCEDURE:

Parents receive.a booklet that explains
#ie purpose of the follow-upifollow-throtigh process
the ways parents can provide updated addresses and other
information on their children

HOW ACTIVITY CONDUCTED:

'The booklet can be distributed through
the mail
an organized parent-graduate program
parent-teacher confeiences
home visits

INFORMATION SOURCE:

Other vocational education placement and,f6llow-up materials,
.can be adapted to solicit parent leedback,

PERSONNEL:

personnel could include
instructors
counselors
placement office stiff
parents

la

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

It is expected that
parents would be more aware of and involved in the
collection of follow-up data
parent input would enhance program evaluation
data on the location of graduates and former students
would be more accurate with the parent input

CONCERNS OF CONDUCTING ACTIVITY:
Lack of time for. parents and staff to participate in the
follow-up/follow-through process
Reluctance ot parents to participate in the process

_._ SOLUTIONS:
There a Several methods Which could be used to contact all .

parents. They are
conducting a parent-graduate program as a part of an
annual open house
having instructional staff arrange parent-teacher conferences
throughout the school year
conducting organized mailings explaining the follow-up/
follow-through process

112 2 2:3
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IMPLEMENTATION

A unique idea in having parents involved in the follow-up and follow-tht.ough process of students enrolled in vocational
education training programs is to provide parepts.with follow-up booklets explaining the objectives of the follow-up/follow-through
process. Components of the booklet could include but not be limited to the following sectilons:

111
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PARENT

FOLLOW-UP

KLET

BOOKLET SECTIONS `.

I. Reasons for conducting follow-up after referral

II. Reasons for conducting follow-up after Successful placement
i)

III. Uses of follow-up information as feedback for applicants

IV. Uses of follow-up information as feedback to the placement program

V. Aole of parents in the follow-up process

Each section could be designed to provide parents with an overview of the follow-up/follow-through process. The booklet would
provide a basis for their understanding and cooperating with school personnel in implementing the overall process. Sources of
information for, composing parent information bookletstinclude

RESOURCES AND REFERENCES

"Follow-Up Techniilues" from Placement and Follow-up: Samuel Joseph Shippen & Raymond A. Wasil, 1977, pages 107-109.

National Association for Industry Education Cooperation. "Follow-up and Follow-through," Placement $ervices, A Training Manual,
1977, pp. 61-65.

"Follow-up Mans Feedback," American .Vocational Journal, March 1975. Michigan Department of Education. "Evaluation and
Modification," Placement guide, n.d., pages V-22 and V-23.

-
A
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ACTIVITY: Provideaservice to businesses to help them
obtain and retain satisfactory employees.

OBJECTIVE:

To systematically aid the business community, in its search for
and retention of qualified employees

PROCEDURE:

Develop and circulate student/graduate profiles among
employers-showing competencies, skills, interests, etc.
Make employers aware of trends in salaries, wages, and
prerequisites for various jobs as a means of dexeloping
strategies for the retention of employees.

HOW ACTIVIT..y CONDUCTED:

This activity Should be conducted by,the plac,ement office
and the vocational education teacher responsible for a
particular occupational area.

INFORMATION SOURCE:

Information sources include
employers
the job data bank A

data from the Bureau of Labor StatistiFs A

c-**

PERSONNE1.:

Relevant personnel include
instructors
counselors .

placement office staff
employers
students

EXPECTED OUTCOME:

The expected ou'tcome is a greater awareness by employers
'of the available student labor pool.

CONCERNS OF CONDUCiING ACTIVITY:
The major concern is taking.the time to make the appropriate
contacts with the business community.

SOLUTIOdS: .
This activity can. be expedited by

formalizirig the student profiles
distteminating these ptofiles among employers
performing an ongoingevaluation of the activity

1.1
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IMPLEMENTATION

Rating scales on student performance can be constructed in all areas of the vocational program. These profiles rate students
according to their ability to perform various skills withtn given occupational areas. These profiles woulCI be constructed by the
vocational teachers responsible for particular occupational areas, and could be used by employers in the interview situation to
determine if the student has the skills needed for a certain job. A partial illustration adapted from the Minneapolis Area Vocational
Technical Institute of a student performance profile is as follows:

1-

PERFORMANCE PROFILE
Last Nathe

Xpparel Arts

Occupation Program

Dressmaking

First Name

Course

Entry Dates

Middle Name Student No.

Program No: Program length (hours)

250
Course No. Course length (hours)

Exit Dates Instructor

.
Skill
Code

, .....

Skill, Dressmaking
Skill

Rating
01

,
Sew hand stitches

. .

,

.

02 Sew functional and decorative seams .

,,

03
,

. Set.4 darts
,

"07,4.....,

04
.1, ,

Shirr fabric
_

. ,

06 Construct plackets
i,

. ,

06
.

Construct waistbands
_ .

.

.

RATING SCALE

The student can perfOrm this skill: '\"'

1. With outstanding performance
2: Without assistance
3.,,,Wftb.Ottiodic assistance
4. With constant assistance
X 'Advanced Standing for previous

training or occupational experience
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In this chapter, recommendations for providing job development, placement, and follow-up/follow-through services for
disadvantaged youth in vocational education and manpower training programs are provided. The chapter is divided into four major
sections which include social, political, legal, and economic recommendations.

Social emphasis is placed on guidance aq counseling; curriculum, course of study,,and staff development;
and restructure of training recommehdatiAs.

Political provides options for policy considerations within the vocational education delivery system.

Legal emphasizes the need for stronger bills within the legislature regarding unemployed youth.

Economic suggests the reasons for securing better fiscal management and increasbd vocational monies.

f.
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Support Service System Recommendations

In this manual, "support service system"-does not refer to external agencies that provide services and financial assistance to the
disadvantaged but to an internal system of the school and itSictivities. Programs and activities that support not only the student
,but also the staff and school personnel, who cOnstientiously Work with youth, are essential. Such a support service system should
include change in educational role models. This means that the entire hierarchy must change beginning with the paraprofessional (a
term that still has the negative connotation "sub-professionali). The role of this individual, who usually comes from the community,
mdst be strengthened. The parapr ssional really becomes the teacher. Such an expanded role carries implications of preservice.and
inservice training, Materials and t&iniques need to be developed to train those who fill this unique classroom role.

11$

In increasing the responsibilities of the paraprofessional, the teacher then becomes the facilitator, confidant, substantive expert,
and coordinator for the disadvantaged students. These words describe a very new and different role for the teacher. Swoon, inservice,
and special assistance for the teacher must be provided by the school administrator, the guidance counselor, and the school board.

1. Playing this new role, the teacher needs
courses in management;
assistance in establishing information systems;
behavioral training to develop appropriate attitudes;
methods for preventing classroom crises;
methods for Nindling problerhs when they arise;
exposuria to unfamiliar sites and sounds.

2. The teacher also needs to
work closely with chief administrators, guidance personnel, and other professional staff in order to identify possibld
difficulties that might obstruct instruction;
work Closely with.personnel in industry who design and redesign work sites;
define job tasks more clearly within the vocational educktion system, teach transferable skills, and describe occupation

.clusters so that unemployed, disadvantaged youth understand what career options afe available and how career
ladders work.

2 4
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Guidance and Counseling Recommendations

. Guidance and counseling of unemployed, disadvantaged youth is not the responsibility of the counseling staff alone. Each member
of the vocational team, whether that person is the top administrator or the paraprofessional translating the course work into the language
of the student, has an important role to play. Guidan9e personnel are key team members, but they must help all other megibers of the
team to understand the duties they assume as career and vocational aides. Recommendations for change include the following:

1. Employing counselors with experience through actual performance, "shadowing," part-time work, or summer jobs
in business or industry.

2. Developing special preservice, inservice, or postservice programs for teachers, administrators, and paraprofessionals
through the counseling department. Such programs should

provide some experience in industry;
define work-related tasks and responsibilities;
help unemployed youth make the transition from the streets to the classroom;
explain to staff how to "listen" to personal needs;
explain to staff where to find various support services;
provide time to talk among themselves, to resolve difficult conflicts, and to prevent
counterproductive influences from becoming overwhelming.

The guidance counselor in essence becomes the vocational coordinator and the job development, placement, and follow-through
officer. No longer can the counselor sit at a desk and shuffle papers. This person must become action-oriented with the "back seat of the
automobile becoming the office." The gujdance counselor should be "on the go," moving from industry to classroom with ease. The
person must be accepted in two arenas: as the expert who knows how to develop programs for unernployed youth and as the business
authority who can help these youth bridge the gaps between the street and the classroom and between the classroom and the world of
work. This specialist needs

training in working with industry personnel to develop jobs that require active recruitment
and retention assistance;
techniques for improving the employability of youth through work experience and t
good employment records;
opportunities and capabilities to subsidize employers for hiring and retaining more
unemployed youth;
methods of explaining to yotith the economic system and the concerns of industry
in hiring youth Versus more mature Individuals.
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The school board's role changes. No longer can these elected officials nod their approval at what the administrator thinks is
needed. They must become active in the business community. They should become aware of the use and influence of NOICC and
SOICC. School board members need to demand results from classroom efforts. They must study economic reports and become more
attuned to the needs of the economic system and how training fits into the school curriculum. They must be knowledgeable enough
about substantive data to influence legislative policy and the funneling of dollars to programs. Therefore, school board members must
lobby at the state and federal levels so that unemployed, disadvantaged stt1dents will have better vocational education programs made
available to them.
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Curriculum, Course of Study, and Staff Development Recommendations

A major challenge facing vocational education today is to make youth more employable and to help them make the transition
from the streets to the classroom and from the classroom to the world of work. One of the principal reasons for youth leaving-school
early is that the system has "turned them off." The curriculum does not meet their needs. Course work is sometimes laden with
academic requirements that are only marginally relevant and appropriate for the students' employment needs.. Subject matter is abstract
or theoretical rather than pragmatic. Options for improvement include the following:

1. Revamping curriculum so that the essential tasks of the job are taught and "add-ons" removed

2. Using paraprofessionals who take their work seriously, who possess similar backgrounds of those of disadvantaged youth,
who have the motivation to advance themselves, and who want to see unemployed youth taking advantage of "the second
change in life"

Courses of study and training recommendations for vocational teachers could be expanded to include heiping disadvantaged youth
understand the importance of

being on time;
taking pride in a job well done;
keeping to a routine and being dependable;
being a contributor to taxes ratherthan a recipient of taxes.

At

Develop a staff that *uly cares and wants to provide better, more productive lives for disadvantaged youth. A truly sensitive staff shOuld

not abruptly disapprove everything youth says;
understhnd that the life of the disadvantaged person has not always been "run by the clock;"
understand that problems of child care and protection may be primary considerations of the unemployed,
single parent;
understand that an 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. working day may be difficult for the disadvantaged to accommodate;
recognize that eating, smoking, drinking habits which might be prohibitive on the job have to be changed
gradually;
provide the individual with.the opportuniti "to sound off" when stressful emotions are felt;
change the structure of the classroom to provide individualized attention and instruction to youth with
various "disadvantagements"
change the rigid classroom schedule which may hinder the disadvantaged, unemployed youth from
receiving full instruction.
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Structure of.the Training Recommendation

The entire economic system is based upon a middle-class structure and value system. As vocational educators, we have attempted
to perpetuate this system with little regard to the racial or ethnic origin or the economic status of students. If we are to succeed in
helping youth of different social, moral, ethnic, and geographic backgrounds to function in a middle-class system, we must restructure
training for administrators, counselors, teachers, and others to

gradually bring the disadvantaged youth from their "street ways" to the predominant ways of the middle-class
structure by planning activities to help them be aware of the position they can rightfully attain in the world of work;

reorganize, strengthen, and make the training system relevant by using individualized instkuction, materials geared for
lower roading levels, paraprofessipnals, and behavior modification based on rewards rather than punishment;

identifS/ individual and group differences that may impede learning.

The econoftiic system with its middle-Class values is here to stay. It is through new procedures involving both staff and students
that ways must be found to meet the challenge of preparing everyone to fit into the "world of work."
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POLITICAL

Policy Recommendations

Vocational educators must look at options to insirease youth employment by providing eXperiences that insure long-term
employability. These include the following activiliea

Providing incentives for business, labor, and industry to work with vocational educators and the disadvantaged youth
' they prepare for the world of work by

using industry representatives-on committees;
using industry representatives as speakers and consultants;
sharing in the expense of additional staff whom employers need to facilitateireining;
sharing the cost of the support services needed after youth are eMployed.

Studying ways that employers may offer disadvantaged youth jobs with lasting impact without changing required
qualilications, e.g., through redesigning of jobs.

Researthing the causes-of youth 'unemployment, e.g., inadequate job opportunities, insufficient preparation in
skill areas, or lack of sutiport services.

Including incentives foAndustry to work with groups usually excluded, e.g., women, one-year dropouts, returning
veterans, reformed drug addicts, and ex-offenders.

"Effective policies can-only be developed by considering not only the labor market and iis problems put also the dilemmas vocational
teachers face with the restrictions and limitations inherent in the school setting.
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LEGAL

Legislative Recommendations

History has shown that legislators consider labor, employment, and training more important than vocational education.
Vocational educators have not learned how to "sell their wares." They are passive in their support of their field. Vocational educators
must actively address the issues that have given the Department of Labor the monetary advantage in training.

Vocational educators must actively seek a strong Youth Vocational Bill that addresses

subsistence subsidies for youth;
career support systems;
child care support;
health and rehabilitation services;
restructuring curriculum, school day, and function of vocational educators;
stronger alliances with labor and industry;
youth organizations and the help they can give in the transition from training to the world of work.

tf these recommendations appear to be strong, critical, and revolutionary, it is time for everyone to stop the in-fighting and
"turf-proteGting" in order to develop a youth-centered system. The lives of future generations are at stake. The issues are not limited
to vocational educators. They go beyond the field of education. Solutions will come when economists, educators, businesspersons,
industrialists, labor managers, and the government place "A-1 priority" on unemployed youth and on relieving their plight.
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ECONOMIC

Fiscal Recommendations

The continual cry of the vocationil educator is "money, money." It is true that the local school tax authority.directs more
dollars than any other financial source to vocational education. However, if vocational education is expected to assist in bettering the
overall state of the economy and the problem of youth unemployment, more money is needed. Research has shown that there are
many support services needed to assist unemployed youth to obtain,and retain jobs; therefqre, the financial base must be totally
redeveloped. Monies should be earmarked for classroom training, but just as important are monies needed far

subsistence;
transportation;
good nutrition;
child care facilities;
health facilities;
physical needs of memployed youth;
specie( counseling for drug and alcohol irldiction;
special counseling for veterans, single parents, anddisplaced homemakers.

It is a fact that sinte,the Manpower ditys of the 1960s it costs more to retrain an unemplgyed, out-of-school youth than it does
to teach a vocational student enrolled in a vocational school. Why not accept the challenge of providing to vocational education the
necessary funds to keep, youth in school until they receive a high school diploma and are trained for the world of work?
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

Baily, Larry J. "Implications of the Current Interest in Education-Work Concepts." Journal of Industrial Teacher Education,
Vol. 15, No. 3 (Spring 1978): 55-68.

Journal article, Practitioners, 14 pages

This article discusses the quality of working life, career education, secondary education reform, manpower development, and includes
a reappraisal of vocational education philosophy and purpose. The author makes recommendations for change and includes a
bibliography.

Black ledge, W. L., Black ledge, E. H., and Keily, H. J. The Job You WantHow to Get It. Cincinnati, Ohio: South-Western Publishing
Company, 1975.

Workbook, Students, 92 pages

This workbook presents strategies and information with the objective of helping the reader obtain a job. Topics include identifying
and using all available resources, making summers profitable, and selling one's abilities.

Bolles, R. N. The Quick Job Hunting Map. Berkeley, California: NMional Career Development Project, 1975.

Workbook, Students, 23 pages

This workbook engages the reader in various activities which serve to evaluate one's interests and skills. Progressing through the
workbook, the readers will complete charts and answer questions in order to be able to identify their skills, determine where they
want to use those skills, and obtain suitable employment.

Campbell, Robert 'E., Rodebaugh, Hely D., and Shaltry, Paul E. Building Comprehensive Career Guidance Programs for Secondary
Schools: A Handbook of Programs, Practices, and Models. Columbus, Ohio: The National Center for Research in Vocational
Education, 1978.

Manual, Practitioners, 262 pages

This document advocates the use of the systems approach to build comprehensive careit guidance programs. Such an approach
promises to help eliminate piecemeal and ineffective programs. Chapter 1 providesa macro-framework and rationale for building
comprehensive programs. Chapters 2-7 identify specific student practices which can be used as biiilding blocks or components of a
comprehensive progom. Chapter 8 provides the nuts and bolts of implementing and evaluating a comprehensive program. Availability
of practices, csists, and a full set of appendixes are provided.
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Bodine, Merle W. "Manpower LegislationPast, Present and Future." Wisconsin Vocational Educator, Vol. 2, No. 2 (January,
1978): 5-7.

Journal article, Practitioners, 3 pages

With the major emphasis on Wisconsin, the author discusses the history of federal Manpower legislation from the 196Area
Redevelopment Act (ARC) to the present. Future programs should focus on youth and creating more public service jobs.

Field, H. S., and Holley, W. H. "Resume Preparation: An Empirical Study of Personnel Managers' Perceptions." The Vocational
Guidance Quarterly, Vol. 24, No. 3 (1976): 229-237.

Journal article, Practitioners, 8 pages

A survey of personnel directors yields a variety of suggestions for preparing resumes. The various items in cover letters and resumes
were rated in importance to provide information on resume content and format.

Goble, D. Y . How to Get a Job and Keep It. Austin, Texas: Steck-Vaughn Company, 1975.

Textbook, Students, 63 pages

This text is designed to give students practical information on seeking and maintaining employment. Included are a self-inventory
exercise and a personal information form to help students in selecting a job which suits their abilities and interests.

Griffin, Dean. "Youth Unemployment: Can Voc Ed Do Anything About It?" American Vocational Journal, Vol. 52, No. 7
(October 1977): 24-25.

Journal article, Practitioners, 2 pages

This'article describes the youth unemployment problem, existing programs impacting on youth unemployment, what vocational
education can do, and what future action the government should take.

Kaufman, Jacob J. Human Resource Development and Vocational Education. Washington, D.C.: National Academy of Sciences,
1975.

Final report, Practitioners, 86 pages

this document asserts that vocational education can address some of the structural changes which are taking place in the labor
market and in society. In the author's view, active structural changes taking place are not being adequately addressed by vocational
education. Vocational education needs to become more interdisciplinary in its approaCh. Various changes to this effect are
presented and discussed.
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Kimbrell, G., and Vineyard, B. S. Succeeding in the World of Work, Second Edition. Bloomington, Illinois: McKnight Publishing
Company, 1975.

Textbook, Students, 326 pages

This book addresses the knowledge needed by workers in order to obtain and keep a job. In addition to such topics as applying for
a job and getting along with coworkers, the text covers making the proper, use of money, crOclit, banks, taxes, and social security.

Mangum, Garth and Walsh, John. Employment and Training Program for Youth: What Works Best for Whom? A report to the
Office of Youth Programs, Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor. Washington, D.C.: National Council
on Employment Policy, 1978.

Final revort, Practitioners, 207 pages

This report attempis to assess the relative effectiveness of various employment and training services for youth and various techniques
*used-toprovide these services; in addition, admission practices which' ,enhance or impede the delivery.of these services are

evaluated. Finally, services are assessed as to their relative effectiveness for specific target groups such as the handicapped. The
report ends with a summary of the implications of the findings to future policy with respect to employment and training programs
for youth.

,
Natale, Don, et al. C.I.E. Teacher-Coordinator Training Plans. New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University, April 1978.

Manual, Practitioners, 131 pages

The intent of this manual is to assist the cooperative industrial education coordinator.in determini4the studen 's performance
both in school and on the job in order that the student may reach his/her occupational goal. The manual contains training plans for
twenty-seven occupations along with explanatory materials on how to use and prepare training plans. Each traini g plan contains
a job description, a list of duties and responsibilities, and a list of tasks and knowledges for the student to use on the job.

O'Neil, S. L. Occupational Survival Skills: IMplications for Job.Maintenance and Mobility. Urbana-Champaign, Illinois: University
of Illinois, 1976.

Research study summary, PraCtitioners, 6 pages

This study identified twenty-seven basic occupational survival skillsthe basic knowledge, traits and competencies a person should
possess in order to keep a job. Representative skills include personal characteristics, decision-making and problem-solving skills, and
interpersonal and communications skills.
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(---Till Psychological Corporation. Adkins' Life Skills l'rogramEmployability Skills Series. New Ybrk: Columbia University, 1975._

Booklet, Students 14 pages

The Employability SI011s Series is designed to help students find, choose, obtain, and keep a job. This booklit, one of ten, describes
the objectives., rationale, and content of each of the units in the series.

Reges, Guadalupe, Jr. "CETA: A Community College Perspective." Adult Leadership, Vol. 25, No. 6 (February 1977): 176177.
Journal article, Practitioners, 2 pages

This article relates the experie Black 'Hawk College has had with CETA and discusses the advantagesand disadvaritages of
community college involvement in these programs.

Roskos, F. C.' eparing for the World of Work. Merrill, Wisconsin: F. R. Publications, 1975.

Workbook, Students, 130 pages s

This workbook, written in a simplified style, is designed to introduce the student to the vocabulary and information needed in
order to participate in an effective work-study program. Topics include locating, obtaining, and keeping a job. Specific information
is presented on writing letters of application, interviewing, reasons for job openings, unions, being safety,conscious, and acceptingcticism

Schapiro, J. The Jobs Book: How to Find and Keep a Job (SCOPE/Job Skills l). New York: Scholastic Book Services, 1976.

Ca.

Workbook, Students, 94 pages
Teachers guide, Practitioners, 7 pages

This book, intended for high school students who read at the fourth to sixth grade levels, focuses on the immediate satisfactions
of a job, as well as long-range career aims. Such topics.as want ads, interviews and jobs are dealt with realistically through the use
of games, plays, and humorous Situations and illustrations.

Stanat, K. W., and Reardon, P. Job Hunting Secrets and Tactics. Chicago, Illinois: .Follett Publishing Company, 1977.

Textbook, Students, 220 pages.,
Si

The author, placement director of the University' of WisconsinMilwaukee, presents jop-hunting tactics inathis book. Topics include
job-seeking tips, information on college platemenventers and employment agencies, qualifications, resumes, interviews, and sellingone's abilities.
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wanson, Gordon, et al. Youth Unemployment: Solving the Proklern. WaShington, D.C.: American Vocational Association, 1978.

Reference, Practitioners, 124 pages

This book focuses on how vocational education can help allpviate youth unemployment. Topics include the legislation, opportunities
for vocational education in youth employment and training programs, special needs Vouth, strategies for implementing DOL legis-
lation, and the need for a national youth employment policy. -4

U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. "Toward Matching Personal and Job Characteristics." Occupational Outlook
Quarterly, Vol. 19, No. 1: 2.18.

J2urnal article, Practitioners and students, 16 pages

The information in this document, which matches occupational characteristics with occupations, will help students make better
occupational decisions. Occupational characteristics include working with things, working with ideas, exposure to weather,
opportunity for self-expression, and so on.

Ray, M. D., and Hartz, J. Employability Skills Program: A Job Placement Education Program. Madison, Wisconsin: Vocational
Studies Center, 1976.

Filmstrips, cassette tapes, and instructor's guide, Students

The Employability Skills Program is directed at students aged 16 through 28 and covers job planning, acquisition, satisfaction, and
success. Each individualized module includes cassettes, filmstrips, Instructor's Guide, script, exercises, and outlines for job letters
and resumes, job interest inventories, and other forms; these modules come in two sections, secondary and postsecondary.

Smith, Willborne A. Establishment and Operation of a Student Job Placement Service. Hillsville, Virginia: Carroll County School
Division, June 1976.

Final report, Practitioners, 100 pages

ItThis report demonstrates the feasibility of schools assuming responsibility for the placement of secondary students at every exit
level and establishes a systematic, effective job placement capability that will serve all secondary school students. The author asserts
the need for a cd!nprehensive placement system. Included are a variety of iippendixes including forms, course outlines, advertising
copy, letters, brochures, and student employmerit handbook.
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rStrong, Merle E. Survey and Analysis of Career Placemeat Activities, Vol. 2. Madison, Wisconsin: Vocational Studies Center, 1975.
Final report, Practitioners, 215 pages

This publication reports a survey of placement services of the career guidance process in selected Wisconsin communities. Thepersons making up the survey base were the users of placement services and the providers of placement services. The publicationcontains the sampling tecfiniques used in selecting the communities, the proceduresused in developing the placement surveyinstruments, and the data collection procedures. The findings of the survey are reported in sections entitled, "Current and FormerHigh School StUdents," "Current and Former Vocational and Technical Institutes," and "Providers of Placement Services." thereis also a section on the relationship of selected variables (subject characteristics, community characteristics, and postseconderyactivities and marital status) to career guidance. The instruments used are also a part of the publication. School personnel at boththe state and local levels whO need to make decisions related to career placement will gain helpful ideas on organizing and imple-menting such a service from this publication. It also suggests methods for making existing placement services more responsive tospecial needs.

Strong, Merle E., et al. Review and Synthesis of Job Placement aterature, Vol. 1. Madison, Wisconsin: Vocational StudiesCenter, 1975.

Literature review, Practitioners, 85 pages

This document provides an extensive review of literature relating to job placement. Anyone concerned with gaining broadoverview of the field of job placement will find information and reference for further in-depth study in any of the categoriesdiscussed. The document would be an ideal resource document for any counselor-training program. It would also be useful toanyone considering the role of the school in the placement process and would be vital for any educator assigned responsibility fordeveloping a school-based placement program. The document, organized.,into five parts, includes an extensive bibliography. Part Iis the introduction and overview. Part II covers youth placement from the standpoint of need, minority group statutes, women'sneeds, rural youth, and educational attainment. Part III discusses the components of the guidance System. Part IV touches basewith those who prOvide placement servicesfamily, school, and government: Part V provides brief descriptions of eight exemplarymodels of school-based occupational placement prograrns.
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Vandergoot, David; Avellani, Pamela Byrnes: and Jacobson, Richard J. A Compendium of Placement nelated Literatum. Albertson,
New York: Human Resources Center, 1978.

Annotated bibliography, Practitioners, 333 pages

This annotated bibliography is the result of an extensive review of placement-related literature. The contents are organized around
the concept of career development. The first career development phase is."productivity enrichment." Here, the principal emphasis
is on career preparation. The second phase is "productivity realization." During this phase, one begins to prepare for placement.
The third phase, which occurs after placement, is "career enhancement." In this phase the person attempts to realize desired goals
and types of living. Each of these three phases is further subdivided. Finally, four other sections arp included: rehabilitation counsel,
ing, professional concerns, placement practice for specific disabilities, and rehabilitation program concerns. The reader will find this
quite thorough and useful.
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